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Chapter 1

Abstraction and Procedural

Opacity

T his report mit ro(iices Iran.fluc( tit procedur(s as a new mechlanisnm for implemuenting

behavioral abstractions. Like an ordinary procedure. a translucent procedure can

be invoked. and thus provides an obvious way to capture a b havior. Translucent

procedures. like ordinary procedures, can be manilpulated as first-class objects [58] and

oombinedl us.,ing functional coinlposition. But unlike ordinary procedures. translucent

proce(lures have st rutiture that can be examined in well-specified non-destruct iV

ways. witihout invoking the procedure.

I have (levelope(d an experimental implementation of a nornlal-order lambda-

('alc(,us evaluator auigmented with novel reflection mechanismis for controlled viola-

t ion of t he opacity of p)rocedures. I demonst rate the tit ilit v of t ranslucent procedures

bY using this evaluator to develop large application examples from the (ldomains of

graphics. comliuler algelbra. compiler design. and numerical analysis.

:\Abstraction is central to software design. In constructing comp)lex soft ware sYs-

tents, we begin with some given building blocks. aggregate these using some available

means of combination. and abstract the aggregates, i.e. characterize them in some

economical waY. so that we can think about them simply and incorporate them as
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building blocks in larger aggregates. One especially effective approach to abstrac-

tion is behavioral abstraction. This abstracts each building block as something that

has a specified behavior. In using the building block, only the behavior should mat-

ter. not other aspects of its implementation. The methodology of abstract data

types [40, 12] is one popular approach to behavioral abstraction. Object-oriented

programming [12. 1] is another.

For languages that support procedures as first-class objects, representing build-

ing blocks as procedures is a particularly effective approach to behavioral abstrac-

tion [51, 1,6]. A building block represented as a procedure has an obvious abstraction.

namely, the procedure's input-output behavior. In addition. the system designer has

a means of combination already at hand, namely, ordinary functional composition.

Consequently, there are many examples of systems whose elegance and power derives

from the use of procedural representations. This report will describe some of them.

On the other hand, implementing behavioral abstractions as ordinary procedures

has limitations, or to put it more correctly, procedures do their job too well. Proce-

dures are completely opaque structures. If an element is represented as a procedure.

then the only way to interact with it is to invoke it. We cannot examine it, or inspect

its internal structure in any way.

Working with objects represented as ordinary procedures is like packaging all items

in identical opaque boxes. If we are handed a box that has a wick sticking out of it.

we don't know whether the box contains a birthday cake or a bomb: and the only

way to find out is to light the wick. A translucent procedure is a box that can be

x-rayed. We can't actually open the box and disturb the contents. but we can get a

look at whatfs inside.

In this chapter. we will motivate the use of translucent procedures with a simple

example-an implementation in Scheme of the functional picture language developed

by Peter Henderson [33]. Henderson's language illustrates both the elegance and the

limitations of procedural representations. By introducing translucent procedures. we
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can retain the overall structure of the language, while overcoming the limitations.

1.1 Henderson's Picture Language

Henderson's language was motivated by designs with elements that are combined and

replicated at different scales, such as M.C. Escher's woodcut Square Limit. (Fig. 1-2)

The language consists of primitive, atomic pictures (or alternatively, of primitives
"' onstructing atomic pictures from line segments and other geometric figures), and

means of combination that superimpose, juxtapose, and rotate pictures. For instance.

given pictures, george, martha, and triangle, a typical compound picture might

be constructed as

(rotate90
(beside (superpose george triangle)

martha
.6))

The resulting picture shows george superposed with triangle, side by side with

martha, george and triangle taking up 60% of the figure, and the ensemble rotated

90 degrees counter-clockwise. (Fig. 1-3)

Pictures in Henderson's language do not have a fixed size, or even a fixed aspect

ratio. Instead, a picture is always drawn relative to some specified rectangle, and the

picture is drawn with its width and height scaled to match the rectangle. Thus, the

different drawings shown in Fig. 1-4 are all the same picture, only drawn with respect

to different rectangles.

This self-scaling property makes it convenient to create designs such as Square

Limit. It also suggests a natural representation for a picture as a. procedure that

expects a rectangle as its argument and executes the relevant drawing operations.

For example, a primitive picture that consists of a diagonal line drawn from the

bottom left to the top right of the designated rectangle would be implemented as

(define diagonal-picture
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(lambda (rectangle)

(let* ((bot-left (origin rectangle))
(top-right (+vect (horiz rectangle)

(+vect (vert rectangle)

bot-left))))

(draw-line (vect/x bot-left) (vect/y bot-left)

(vect/x top-right) (vectly top-right)))))

We assume here that a rectangle is a structure with an origin and two vectors.

where the vectors represent the bottom and left edges of said rectangle. The draw-line

procedure draws a line segment taking as arguments the horizontal (x) and vertical

(y) coordinates of the beginning and end points of the segment.

The elegance of this procedural representation becomes apparent when we begin to

implement the means of combination for pictures. The superpose combinator, which

creates the superposition of two pictures, drawn in the same rectangle, is simply

(define (superpose pictl pict2)

(LAMBDA (rectangle)
(begin

(pictl rectangle)

(pict2 rectangle))))

To place one picture beside another in a rectangle, we split the rectangle into two

subrectangles according to the specified ratio, then draw the first picture in the left

subrectangle, and the second picture in the right subrectangle:

(define (beside left right ratio)

(LAMBDA (rectangle)
(let ((origin (origin rectangle))

(horiz (horiz rectangle))
(vert (vert rectangle)))

(let ((delta (scale-vect horiz ratio)))

(begin

(left (make-rect origin
delta
vert))

(right (make-rect (+vect origin delta)

(-vect horiz delta)

vert)))))))

(define (scale-vect vect factor)
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(make-vect (* factor (vect/x vect))
(* factor (vect/y vect))))

(define (+vect vectl vect2)

(make-vect (+ (vect/x vecti) (vectlx vect2))
(+ (vect/y vecti) (vect/y vect2))))

(define (-vect vectl vect2)
(make-vect (- (vect/x vecti) (vect/x vect2))

(- (vect/y vecti) (vect/y vect2))))

Rotating a picture by 90 degrees amounts to drawing the picture in a rectangle

that is rotated from the original rectangle by 90 degrees.

(define (rotate9O pict)

(LAMBDA (rectangle)
(let ((origin (origin rectangle))

(horiz (horiz rectangle))
(vert (vert rectangle)))

(pict (+vect origin vert)
(scale-vect vert -1)
horiz))))

Other means of combination, such as above, which places one picture above an-

other, can be defined similarly.

This procedural representation illustrates the power of behavioral abstraction. A

compound picture need not know how its components were constructed, or even what

these components are. It only needs to know how the components should be arranged

relative to the rectangle given to the compound picture.

To better appreciate this point, consider how these operations would be written

had we chosen a less abstract representation of pictures. The code in fig. 1-1 im-

plements the same set of operations on pictures when the representation is a list of

segments in the unit square.

In this list-of-segments representation, every means of combination must contain

code to operate on every primitive picture element. The compound operations must

manipulate the representation of the component pictures in order to scale and trans-

late them appropriately.
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(define (superpose pictl pict2)

(append pictl pict2))

(define (beside left right ratio)
(append

(map (lambda (seg)
(scale-x seg ratio))

left)

(map (let ((ratio* (- I ratio)))
(lambda (seg)

(shift-x (scale-x seg ratio*) ratio)))

right)))

(define (rotate9O pict)
(map (lambda (seg)

(let ((rotate-point
(lambda (point)

(point (point/y point)
(- I (point/x point))))))

(segment
(rotate-point (seg/start seg))

(rotate-point (seg/end seg)))))

pict))

(define (scale-x seg factor)
(let ((start (seg/start seg))

(end (seg/end seg)))
(segment

(point (* factor (point/x start))
(point/y start))

(point (* factor (point/x end))

(point/y end)))))

(define (shift-x seg delta)

(let ((start (meg/start seg))
(end (seg/end seg)))

(segment
(point (+ (point/x start) delta)

(point/y start))

(point (+ (point/x end) delta)

(point/y end)))))

Figure 1-1: List-of-segments representation of Henderson's pictures
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The advantage of Henderson's more abstract procedural representation is signif-

icant. The means of combination in Henderson's language constitute a language for

composition, for arranging pictures, not for detailed drawing. The procedural repre-

sentation allows us to implement it as such, ignoring all details about how the actual

primitive pictures will be drawn. All knowledge of the low-level details of drawing is

hidden inside the component procedures, and the compound picture need do nothing

but invoke the components on suitable fragments of its drawing area. At no level in

the decomposition does a picture need to know how its components will be drawn or

what they consist of, just how they will be arranged in the rectangle.

Consider what would happen if we were to add circular arcs to our repertoire of

atomic picture elements. Virtually every procedure in the list-of-segments represen-

tation from fig. 1-1 be affected, while none of the code in the original version would

need to be modified.

We note in passing another advantage of the procedural representation: Having

chosen to implement pictures as procedures, we can build the geometric combinations

with no other mechanism than functional composition. In contrast, even the simple

list-of-segments representation requires list operations such as append. Using fancier

data structures for pictures would require us to implement additional data-structure

operations.

1.2 Limitations of Procedural Representations

Although the procedural representation in Henderson's language has clear advan-

tages over alternate representations, it has one fundamental drawback. Procedures

in Scheme are opaque. The only operation defined on a procedure is invocation on

suitable arguments. Once we have represented a picture as a procedure, the only

thing we can do to it is to draw it! Of course, we can choose where and how to draw

it, and that is how the means of combination in Henderson's language work, but there
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are other operations on pictures that we cannot implement, precisely because we have

hidden all of the details of a picture inside the procedure that draws it. and we cannot

examine this procedure.

For example. we might want a predicate that tests whether a picture is the beside

of two other pictures, or an operation to decompose the result of beside into its

constituent pictures. Alternatively, we may want to know whether a picture would

render anything in its upper right quadrant or whether a picture is blank. As we

will see, we cannot construct such operations if pictures are implemented as opaque

procedures.

With traditional representations, such as the picture as a collection of segments.

we might have some difficulty answering such questions, but ultimately they are

answerable. We can write arbitrarily complex recognizers to examine the detailed

contents of a picture. Yet with the procedural representation, which is ideally suited

to combination, we are stuck. Our representation allows us to ignore all details about

the component pictures when writing the combinators, because the active procedural

components take care of themselves. But our pictures have inherited another property

of procedures, namely their opacity, which is not, a desirable property for our pictures.

To overcome this problem, we could resort to a variety of unsavory tricks. Con-

ceivably we could draw into a bit-map and then examine the resulting bits. but this is

clearly unappealing, and imprecise, since the act of di 'ing into a bitmap loses infor-

mation. Alternatively we could switch the graphics device driver with a fake device

that collects the operations, but we would still be losing the hierarchical information

that our procedure representation keeps internally-the decomposition of a picture

used in building it has been thrown away in the process of drawing, and it would have

to be rediscovered from scratch.

Alternatively. we might change the interface to our procedures that represent

pictures. We could, for example, create an object-oriented message-passing-like im-

plementation. in which a picture procedure receives a message that indicates the
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operation it should perform. It would then either draw, or return information about

how it can be decomposed. Our primitive pictures and our means of combination

might then be something like the following:

(define diagonal-picture
(lambda (message)

(case message
((DRAW)
(lambda (rectangle)

(let* ((bot-left (origin rectangle))
(top-rite (+vect (horiz rectangle)

(+vect (vert rectangle)

bot-left))))
(draw-line (vect/x bot-left) (vect/y bot-left)

(vect/x top-rite) (vect/y top-rite)))))
((DECOMPOSE)
(list 'SEGMENT '(0 0) '(1 1)))

(else
(error "Unknown message" message)))))

(define (superpose picti pict2)
(lambda (message)

(case message
((DRAW)
(lambda (rectangle)

(begin
((pictl 'DRAW) rectangle)
((pict2 'DRAW) rectangle))))

((DECOMPOSE)
;; or
;; (list 'SUPERPOSE

(pictl 'DECOMPOSE)
(pict2 'DECOMPOSE))

(list 'SUPERPOSE pictl pict2))
(else
(error "Unknown message" message)))))

This approach is unsatisfactory for several reasons:

First, we have introduced another representation, that is composed simultaneously

with our procedures. along with a way to translate between procedures and this

alternate representation. Essentially, we have written two versions of superpose.

although they are collected in a single object, and will have to do this for every means
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0f comibination. Although the addit ional code is neit her dtiffic(ult nor lpart icularlv

unnatural in this examiple, siniultaneously' inaintairung inult iple representations call

lbecomne b)oth difficult, andl cunhlbersonie. WXe have been driveni to t his only lbecause

ouir origi nal represent~at ion (does not permnit inspect ioul.

Second, we have obscured the basic rep~resenitation of a p~icture to overconie a

dlrawb~ack in our language. %Ve (don't want to think of pict ures as procedures t hat take

miessages andI ret urn eit her procedlures t~o (traw on rectangles or list s of ident ifiers. W'e

wantl to think of thein a~s p~rocedtures that dIraw onl rectangles and~ that soniehiow. we

canl (leconi pose.

1.3 Overcoming Opacity

Rather than give in to undesirable tricks, or mnaintain miultiple represent at ions. we

c-an require iiistea~d that our language provide us with a way to inspect thte structure

of procedures. Once we (to this. we w~ill he able to represent our p~icture~s, andl more

iniportant. I. our pictunre op~era~tions. a~s origi nally intended, wit.hout surrendering the

aIbilitv to examiine the result, We catt such anl inspectab~le p~rocedutre a Iranslitc III pr'o-

c dw-r. lIn our- prop~osedt extensioni to Schieuie, translucent procedlures are constructedt

using exactly the samie synta~x as ordiriary p~rocedlures, excep~t usiiig the keyword

tlambda in lplace of lambda.

Thel( following chapter will give a. careful exp~ositioni of translucent. procedures and

tlambda. For now, think of a transtucent. procedulre inforniatlv as a list si ructutre,

lhe body of the procedIure. w~it h sub~stit utions inllliedt 1w the enivironmllent bindings

a~nd 3-reduictioii [7]. With the p~rocedures available a~s lists, we call comipare and

(lest ructutre p~rocedlures, for examiple. to inspect the structure of' pictutres rep~resented'(

as p~roceduri ies in t.hle Henderson language.

IDest rmct uring p~roceduires elemient by elemient is cunllbersomie. Thus, we also ini-

lplerlieit a p~roceduiral p~atterni atcher thta~t simiplifies the task of exaniiining tlambda
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structures. The following chapter will describe the procedural pattern matcher in de-

tail, but for now, suffice it to say that its operation is primarily structural. Thus, the

pattern matcher avoids having to solve arbitrary procedural (functional) equations,

which is undecidable in general.

To use the pattern matcher, one invokes the procedure match? with two argu-

ments. The first argument, the pattern, may be a procedure, a pattern variable, or

the result of composing procedures and pattern variables.' The second argument, the

instancf, is the procedure to compare or destructure.

The matcher attempts to find values for the pattern variables such that when the

values are substituted for the pattern variables, the pattern and instance are equal.

match? returns false if it cannot make the pattern and instance equal. Otherwise

it. returns a dictionary pairing the pattern variables with the values (procedures or

constants) that make the substituted pattern equal to the instance. The dictionary

will be empty if the pattern contains no pattern variables. Note that the match

may be ambiguous, that is, multiple sets of pattern variable bindings will satisfy the

equation, but the pattern matcher returns only one set of bindings. The procedure

match/lookup finds the binding for a pattern variable in a dictionary returned by

match?.

Examples of patterns and the use of the matcher are:

(match? (tlambda (x) (+ (#?F x) #?G))
(tlambda (a) (+ (* a (+ a 5)) 56)))

which succeeds with bindings

VF = (tlambda (x) (* x (+ x 5)))
#?G = 56

(match? (compose (tlambda Wx) (#?F (* x x)))
(tlambda (y) (* y (#?G (+ y 3)))))

(tlambda (a)
(let ((b (* a

1 Pattern variables look like identifiers preceded by "#?". For example. #?FOO is a pattern variable.
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(let ((c (+ a 3)))
(* c c)))))

(+ (* b b) 8))))

which succeeds with bindings

#?F -(tlambda (v) (+ v 8))
#?S (tlambda (v) (* v v))

1.4 The Picture Language with Translucent Pro-

cedures

Given translucent procedures and the procedural pattern matcher, it is straightfor-

ward to extend the picture language to examine the structure of pictures.

First we re-implemen' the picture language to use translucent procedures instead

of ordinary procedures. This is simply a matter of using exactly the same code as in

[section 1.1] above, writing tlambda in place of lambda. For instance, the primitive

diagonal picture becomes

(define diagonal-picture
(TLAMBDA (rectangle)

(let* ((bot-left (origin rectangle))
(top-right (+vect (horiz rectangle)

(+vect (vert rectangle)
bot-left))))

(draw-line (vect/x bot-left) (vect/y bot-left)
(vect/x top-right) (vect/y top-right)))))

and the beside combinator becomes

(define (beside left right ratio)
(TLAMBDA (rectangle)

(let ((origin (origin rectangle))
(horiz (horiz rectangle))
(vert (vert rectangle)))

(let ((delta (scale-vect horiz ratio)))
(begin

(left (make-rect origin
delta
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vert))
(right (make-rect (+vect origin delta)

(-vect horiz delta)
vert)))))))

and so on for rotate9O, above, and other combinators.

We can use the matcher to recognize whether, for example, a picture was generated

bv the beside combinator:

(define (beside? pict)
(match? (beside #?LEFT #?RIGHT tRATIO)

pict))

More usefully, we can decompose a beside combination into components:

(define (decompose-beside pict)
(let ((result (match? (beside #?LEFT #?RIGHT VRATIO)

pict)))
(and result

(list (match/lookup result #?LEFT)
(match/lookup result #?RIGHT)
(match/lookup result #?RATIO)))))

We can write decompose-above in the same style, and we can write progressively

more complex recognizers. For instance, if square and triangle are pictures, we

could recognize a house as a triangle above a square:

(define (house? pict)
(cond ((decompose-above pict)

=> (lambda (result)

(and (match? triangle (car result))
(match? square (cadr result)))))

(else
false)))

We can transform pictures by extracting their components. and then reassemble

them in other ways. The following re-squish operation decomposes an above picture

and reassembles it using a new ratio:

(define (re-squish pict new-ratio)
(let ((result (decompose-above pict)))

(if (not result)
pict
(above (car result) (cadr result) new-ratio))))
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We can even walk a picture all the way down to its primitive components and

rebuild it with transformed components. For example, assume that primitive pictures

are colored segments constructed by segment->picture. defined as follows:

(define (segment->picture color xO yO xl yl)
(TLAMBDA (rectangle)

(let ((origin (rect/origin rectangle))
(horiz (rect/horiz rectangle))
(vert (rect/vert rectangle)))

(let ((map-segment
(lambda (x y)

(+vect origin
(scale-vect horiz x)
(scale-vect vert y)))))

(let ((start (map-segment xO yO))
(end (map-segment xl yl)))

(draw-colored-line color
(vect/x start) (vect/y start)
(vect/x end) (vect/y end)))))))

Given a segment. we can recover the color and coordinates by using the matcher:

(define (decompose-segment pict)
(cond ((match? (segment->picture #?color #?xO #?yO V?xl #?yl)

pict)
=> (lambda (dict)

(list (match/lookup dict #?color)
(match/lookup dict #?xO)
(match/lookup dict #?yO)
(match/lookup dict #?xl)
(match/lookup dict #?yl))))

(else
false)))

Now we can define an operation that recolors a picture given a color map.

(define (recolor pict color-map)
(cond ((decompose-above pict)

=> (lambda (match)
(above (recolor (car match) color-map)

(recolor (cadr match) color-map)
(caddr match))))
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((decompose-beside pict)
=> (lambda (match)

(beside (recolor (car match) color-map)
(recolor (cadr match) color-map)

(caddr pict))))

((decompose-segment pict)
=> (lambda (match)

(apply segment->picture
(cons (color-map (car match))

(cdr match)))))
(else
(error "recolor: Unrecognized picture"

pict))))

(recolor house
(lambda (color)

(if (color=? color pink)
blue
color)))

1.5 Summary

The picture language is a simple toy example, yet it illustrates both the power and

the limitations of procedural representations. With translucent procedures. we call

have our cake, and eat it, too. We can continue to use procedures as the primitive

data type for constructing pictures. Yet, we can also decompose pictures and examine

them in situations where drawing is not the only interesting operation.

In the next chapter, we give a careful description of translucent procedures and

the matcher. We consider some more significant uses of translucent procedures-

building equation solvers, constructing interpreters and compilers. and generating

mathematical libraries from mix-and-match components. Like the picture language,

each of these applications could make elegant use of procedural representations. were

it not for the limitations of opacity. In each case, we show how translucent procedures

permit us to maintain the benefits of procedural representations. while overcoming

the limitations of opacity. After discussing these examples, we return to some gen-
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eral considerations about the semantics of translucent procedures, efficiency of the

implementation, and comparisons with other work.
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Figure 1-2: M.C.Escher's Square Limit
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Figure 1-3: george, triangle, and martha
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Figure 1-4: george in three different rectangles
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Chapter 2

Translucent Procedures and the

Procedural Pattern Matcher

The preceding chapter glosses over two significant issues:

"* How tlambda differs from lambda;

"* What the procedural pattern matcher does, exactly.

This chapter addresses these issues.

2.1 tlambda and TScheme

To experiment with non-opaque procedures, and with tools that manipulate proce-

dures by operating on their expressions and environments, we will use a Scheme-like

language called TScheme. Using a new language allows us to change the semantics,

and in particular, to experiment with procedure representations, at will. We can-

not use Scheme directly because it only has opaque procedures. 1 However, to avoid

pointlessly duplicating existing utilities, we can embed TScheme in Scheme, instead

of implementing it from scratch.

1MIT Scheme procedures are not opaque, but their reified representation is cumbersome at best.

21
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TScheme has special forms with the same names as those present in ordinary

Scheme. In particular, it has a lambda special form used to create procedures. Since

Scheme and TScheme special forms overlap, we need a way to declare that part of a

program is written in TScheme instead of Scheme. tlambda is the escape mechanism

from Scheme to TScheme. It is a simple Scheme macro that constructs a TScheme

procedure whose body will be evaluated using the TScheme interpreter. For example,

the expression

(let ((z (sqrt 2)))
(tlambda (x y)

(let ((w (+ z z)))
(+ (* x w) y))))

is essentially rewritten as

(let ((z (sqrt 2)))
(tproc/make '(lambda Ux y)

(let ((W (+ z z)))

(+ (* x W) y)))
" "+ +) (z ,Z) (* ,*))))

where tproc/make, described below, constructs a procedure whose body is evaluated

using TScheme semantics.

The programs in this report are written in an amalgam of Scheme and TScheme,

with tlambda expressions marking the transition points. Code surrounding tlambda

expressions is written in Scheme, while the code inside these expressions is written

in TScheme. For example, in the expressions above, the outer let expressions are

Scheme let expressions, while the inner ones are TScheme let expressions.

The examples are written in this amalgam for convenience, and also to point out

exactly which procedures need to be translucent, but there is no a-priori reason why

the whole code could not. be written in TScheme.

TScheme differs from Scheme in both fundamental and accidental ways.
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2.1.1 Fundamental Differences

Reflective and Reifying Operations

The most fundamental difference, obviously, is that TScheme procedures are not

opaque. Three reflective and reifying operations [24], available in both Scheme and

TScheme, provide the primitive manipulation ability of TScheme procedures, abbre-

viated tprocs. These operations suffice to build the higher-level pattern matcher.

" (tproc? object) -- boolean

tproc? returns true if object is a TScheme procedure (created by tlambda or a

TScheme lambda), false otherwise. As a result of the embedding. all TScheme

procedures also answer true to procedure?.

" (tproc/make expr env) -- tproc

tproc/make returns the TScheme procedure that results from evaluating T-

Scheme lambda expression exrpr (an S-expression) in a TScheme environment

whose bindings correspond to the pairs in the list env. env is a list of pairs of

variable names (symbols) and arbitrary values. env must contain bindings for

all the free variables of expr.

" (tproc/decompose tproc) --- expr * env

tproc/decompose is an inverse of tproc/make. It returns two values, a TScheme

lambda expression (as an S-expression), and an association list (alist) represent-

ing the environment of tproc.

tproc/make and tproc/decompose are not exact inverses. Invoking tproc/make

on the result of tproc/decompose produces a TScheme procedure distinguishable

from the original only by eq? and eqv?. On the other hand, invoking tproc/decom-

pose on the result of tproc/make may produce a different expression and environment

from those given to tproc/make. The expression may have some of its variables

renamed, and various substitutions may have been performed. e.g. let expressions
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may have been transformed into equivalent combinations with lambda expressions as

the operators. The environment may have its bindings in a different order, it may

have some of the variables renamed to agree with renamings in the expression, it will

have unreferenced variables removed, and may have additional variables needed by

some of the substituted expressions. For example,

(tproc/decompose
(tproc/make '(lambda Wx)

(+ x z))
"((+ ,+) (z ,7) (* ,*) (v ,4))))

may return

(lambda (y)
(+ y 7))

and

((< (primitive +>))

tproc? is used by programs to discriminate between TScheme procedures and

ordinary Scheme procedures. tproc/decompose is used only in the implementation of

the matcher. tproc/make is used directly in the expansion of tlambda, and indirectly

through the use of tproc/make*, defined as follows.

(define (tproc/make* lam-expr)
;; Empty environment.
;; LAM-EXPR should have no free variables.
(tproc/make lam-expr '0))

Multiple Values

An additional important difference between TScheme and Scheme is that the number

of arguments and return values of TScheme procedures are fixed, and a syntactic

property of the lambda expression that produced the procedure. TScheme lambda
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expressions specify a fixed number of arguments, i.e., no optionals, dot notation, or

&rest [11, 57]. Consequently, the number of arguments of a TScheme procedure can

be obtained using the tproc/arity procedure. The number of values returned by a

TScheme procedure can be obtained using the tproc/nvalues procedure. 2

Multiple return values are declared, at the lowest level, by using the tuple special

form. When evaluated, it returns as many values as it has operands. Multiple values

are bound to variables by using the tiet special form. tiet is similar to let, but

binds several variables to the values returned from a single exprssion. For example,

the following two procedures compute the same values:

(tlambda (a b)
(tiet ((x y) (tuple (+ a b) (- a b)))

(* x y)))

(tlambda (a b)
(let ((x (+ a b))

(y (- a b)))
x y)))

In addition to tuple and tiet. the following two assumptions are necessary to be

able to compute the number of values returned by a TScheme expression:

"* Both branches of a conditional must return the same number of values.

"* Unknown procedures (e.g. parameters or free variables) return exactly one value

unless they are directly called in such a position that the values returned by

them would be bound to the variables in a tlet expression. In this case, the

number of returned values must be the number of variables bound by the tiet

expression.

As an example of the use of several of these peculiar operators on TScheme pro-

cedures, consider the following definition of compose:

2 tproc/nvalues and tproc/axity are provided primitively even though they can be written
using tproc/decompose.
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(define (compose f g)
;; h = (compose f g)

=> (h . args) = (f . (g . axgs))
(let ((ftakes (tproc/arity f))

(freturns (tproc/nvalues f))
(gtakes (tproc/arity g))
(greturns (tproc/nvalues g)))

(if (not (= ftakes greturns))
(error "compose: Incompatible" f g)
(let ((names (make-list-of-names

(+ gtakes greturns freturns)
'(f g))))

(let ((formals (list-head names gtakes))
(rest (list-tail names gtakes)))

(let ((middle (list-head rest greturns))
(results (list-tail rest greturns)))

((tproc/make*
"(lambda (f g)

(lambda ,formals
(tlet (,middle (g ,Qformals))

(tlet (,results (f ,@middle))
(tuple ,Gresults) )))))

f g)))))))

make-list-of-names takes an integer n, and a list of symbols 1, and returns a

list of symbols of length n with no duplicates and whose intersection (as a set) with

1 is empty. list-head and list-tail take a list 1, and an integer n, and return the

initial (or final, respectively) sublists of I when split before the n-t.h element.

2.1.2 Accidental Differences

In addition to the essential differences described earlier, there are some inessential

differences as well. These differences were introduced in order to make some simpli-

fying assumptions when constructing TScheme and the procedural pattern matcher.

Although these differences can be eliminated, their consequences are notable. These

accidental differences are:
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1. Scheme is a call-by-value language. TScheme is a call-by-need language [25]. In

Scheme, arguments to a procedure are evaluated fully before the procedure is

entered. In TScheme, the evaluation of arguments is delayed until the called

procedure needs their values. Arguments are evaluated fully only when needed

by the called procedure, and their values memoized to prevent potentially costly

re-evaluation.

The reason for this difference is that it allows programs to substitute argument

expressions for formal parameters in procedure calls without worrying about

termination or errors.

To illustrate this point, consider the following expressions.

(lambda Ux)
(let ((y (foo X)))

(if (bar? x)

y
3)))

(lambda (y)
(if (bar? x)

(foo x)
3))

When viewed as Scheme programs, they are not identical in behavior. The

first may not terminate or may signal a runtime error in cases when the second

terminates normally. By contrast, when considered as TScheme programs. the

above two expressions produce procedures that. behave identically, since the

call to foo will only be executed if (bar? x) is true, in either case. Thus the

substitution of y by (foo x) in the code yields equivalent programs in TScheme

but not in Scheme.

If we are to change TScheme to be a call-by-value language, we either have to

depend on some approximate strictness analysis before performing the substitu-

tion, or, alternatively, unilaterally declare that termination and error properties

are not properly preserved by our tools. The latter choice may appear extreme.
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but is sometimes used when writing compilers [3, Alternative Code Motion

Stragegies, Dead-Code elimination].

One minor consequence of the call-by-need semantics of TScheme is the peculiar

behavior of the begin special form; It evaluates all of its operands fully in left-

to-right order and returns the value of the rightmost. In Scheme the following

two programs are equivalent:

(begin
(draw-line 0 0 1 1)
(draw-line 1 1 1 0))

(let ((first (draw-line 0 0 1 1))
(rest (lambda 0) (draw-line 1 1 1 0))))

(rest))

However, these two programs are not equivalent in TScheme. The first draws

two lines. The second draws only one, because the variable first is bound to

a delayed evaluation that is never needed by the body of the let expression.

However, the following program would have the same effect as the first in both

Scheme and TScheme:

(let ((first (draw-line 0 0 1 1))
(rest (lambda 0 (draw-line 1 1 1 0))))

(begin
first
(rest)))

2. TScheme does not have a set! special form; Variables are immutable in T-

Scheme. There are two reasons for this:

e Mutation and call-by-need languages do not mix very well. Because muta-

tion causes the values of expressions to depend on time, and call-by-need

languages make the time of evaluation of expressions hard to predict, it is

difficult to construct, programs in the presence of both.
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V Variable assignment complicates environments. In a language without as-

signment, an environment is simply a function mapping variables to values.

Such functions. being constant. can be projected. and the value returned

by them is independent of how and when other expressions are evaluated.

In a language with assignment, the values of variables may not be constant

over time, and the recognition of whether a variable is affected is not local.

For example. in Scheme, the decision to substitute the value of x into the

lambda expression

(lambda (y)
(+. x y))

depends on what other code shares the same binding of x. We can substi-

tute it if the complete code is the first of the following, but not if it is the

second:

(lambda (x)
(lambda (y)

(+ x y)))

(lambda (recv)
(let ((x 0))

(recv (lambda (x*) (set! x x*))
(lambda (y)

(+ x y)))))

In the absence of variable assignment, environments can be merged and

Inanipulated more easily.

Assignment can be added to TScheme if we add appropriate declarations, or if

only complete programs are manipulated.

3. There are no forward r~ferfice~s in TScheme. All free variables of a TScheme

lambda (or a Scheme tlambda) expression must be bound. and their values

available. when the lambda (or tlambda) expression is evaluated.

Consider the following program:
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(lambda (x)
(+ (f oo x)

(sqrt x)))

It is a legal Scheme program in the absence of a previous definition of foo.

Calls to the resulting procedure, however, must be postponed until foo has been

defined. By contrast, it is a legal TScheme program only if foo has previously

been defined.

The lack of forward references simplifies the code for the TScheme evaluator.

since there are no unbound variables in TScheme. No variable substitutions

need to be delayed because the value is not vet available, and no mechanism for

delaying the reference until the value is available needs to be implemented.

It is not hard. merely cumbersome, to allow TScheme programs to resolve some

variable references later.

Of course, the lack of forward references does not preclude recursion, since the

fixed-point combinator V [58. 7] is expressible in the language.

-I. There is no call-with-current-continuation procedure in TScheme. Like

variable assignment. call-with-current-continuation and call-by-need lan-

guages do not mix particularly well. The continuation in effect when an expres-

sion is evaluated is difficult to predict when the time, and. more importantly.

the context. of that evaluation are hard to predict.

If TScheme is changed to be call-lwy-value, or escape procedures are added any-

way. it is not be hard to decompose continuations as well. For example. consider

the following fragment. assuming call-by-value evaluation:

(let ((expr
(call-with-current-continuation

(lambda (cont)
(bodyl)))))

(body2))

The value of cont might decompose inlo the following expression
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(lambda (%val)
(with-continuation K

(lambda ()
(let ((expr %val))

(body2)))))

and an environment that contains bindings for the free variables of (body2)

(except for expr), and k which is the rest of the continuation, another escape

procedure. This code uses with-continuation, a procedure that takes two

arguments, an escape procedure, and a thunk, i.e. a procedure of no arguments.

It invokes the thunk with an implicit continuation corresponding to the escape

procedure. 3

2.2 The Procedural Pattern Matcher

tproc/decompose is very cumbersome to use, although sufficiently powerful. The

procedural matcher is often adequate, and makes the code that examines and de-

structures procedures considerably simpler. The remaining chapters use the matcher

exclusively, and before we proceed, we should describe it further.

As mentioned in the previous chapter, the pattern matcher match? takes two

procedures as arguments. The first, the pattern, is a TScheme procedure that can

use pattern variables. The second, called the instance because it is presumably an

instantiation of the pattern, is an ordinary TScheme procedure. Pattern variables

are recognizable uninterpreted constants. The values of the following expressions are

valid arguments to match?:

(tlambda (x y) (+ (* x x) (* x y)))

(tlambda (x y) (+ (#?FOa x) (#?BAR y)))

(tlambda (x) (* x #?BAZ))

3 Continuations are modelled syntactically in [22], which also models assignment. However, the
operations used to model assignment are global, and unsuitable here. Fortunately, locations are a
satisfactory representation if we are to handle assignment as well.
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(let ((op #?FOO))
(tlambda (z v)

(+ (op z)

(op V))))

As can be seen from the above examples, the first argument to match?, always a

procedure, will often signal an error if invoked, since pattern variables are otherwise

uninterpreted. The previous example also shows that the pattern variables need not

appear directly in a TScheme expression, but may be introduced instead through its

free variables. The matcher is not simply an expression pattern matcher, since the

values of free variables are examined.

The procedural matcher can be used to compare procedures, and to solve simple

procedural substitutional equations. The values that it computes for pattern variables

are such that when substituted for the corresponding pattern variables, they make the

pattern equivalent to the instance. Consequently, to understand what the matcher

does, we need to understand its notion procedure equality.

When dealing with procedures, the most desirable notion of equality is behavioral

equality, but this property is undecidable. Any useful notion of equality, however,

should be a conservative approximation of this undecidable property. By conservative

we mean that our notion of equality should consider procedures to be equal only if

they are behaviorally equal, i.e., there should be no false positives.

One of the simplest non-trivial conservative notions of equality that we can use

is equality of appearance. Under this definition, we consider two procedures equal

if tproc/decompose produces two equal lambda expressions. and two environments

binding the same names to identical values. This is, unfortunately, a patently unsat-

isfactory notion. Trivial variable renamings such as

(tlambda (x) (* x x)) <* (tlambda (y) (* y y))

make otherwise identical procedures distinct.

More importantly, the lambda expression and environment provided by tproc/de-

compose are mostly a consequence of the history of the construction of a procedure,
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and not a property of the result per se. In the following example, foo and bar are

considered different when using this notion of equality.

(define (*fcn f g)
(tlambda Wx)

(* (f x) (g x))))

(define foo
(tlambda Wx) (* x x)))

(define bar
(*fcn (tlambda Wx) x)

(tlambda Wx) x)))

We can easily see that foo and bar are equal under a sufficient number of unfold-

ments (/3-reductions), and we might consider our notion of equality to be equality of

appearance, after an arbitrary number of unfoldments, but this notion is problematic:

e It is quite conservative. The following procedures that compute Fibonacci num-

bers cannot be made to appear equal under arbitrary unfoldment. They are

not behaviorally equal either since they produce different values for negative

and non-integer numbers, and one might run out of storage when the other

would not. However, we can wrap them with code that to make the ensem-

bles behaviorally equal, yet the ensembles will not appear equal under arbitrary

unfoldment.'

(define (rfib n)
(if (< n 2)

n
(+ (rfib (- n 1)) (rfib (- n 2)))))

(define (ifib n)
(define (inner i fi fi+1)

(if (>= i n)
fi
(inner (1+ i) fi+1 (+ fi fi+l))))

(inner 0 0 1))

4 Except, perhaps, trivial ones that do not use them.
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9 It is not decidable. The equality of higher-order function schemas with uninter-

preted constants under infinite unfoldment is undecidable. Even if we restrict

ourselves to a first-order subset, we will not be safe, since the first-order version

of this problem, with uninterpreted constants, is not known to be decidable [26].

The first problem is not terribly disappointing. After all, it arises mostly due to

additional axioms introduced by our primitives (e.g. arithmetic), and to fully account

for it, we need a theorem prover powerful enough to solve all questions in the theory

introduced by our primitives. For example,

(tlambda (n-2 x y z)
(let ((n (+ n-2 2)))

( (expt z n)
(+ (expt x n) (expt y n)))))

and

(tlambda (n-2 x y z)
false)

are behaviorally identical for non-negative integers if and only if Fermat's Last Theo-

rem is true, but this problem has been open for over three hundred years. Of course,

even if Fermat's Last Theorem is ever proved or disproved, no complete finite axiom-

atization of arithmetic exists (Ggdel's incompleteness result [17]), so it is not unrea-

sonable to either give up additional equality theorems provided by our primitives, or

to approximate those conservatively as well.

The second problem above is somewhat more distressing, but open to simple and

useful approximations. For example, in the Henderson picture language example, and

in the examples that we will explore later, a finite number of unfoldments suffices to

unfold the procedures completely. We never need to unfold a procedure again while in

the process of unfolding it-our procedures have no cycles, they are shaped as directed

acyclic graphs (DAGs). This condition is easily checked, and our conservative equality

tester can fail, i.e. return false, when it finds a cycle.

We can now state a useful very conservative equality condition:
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A procedure is fully unfolded if no combination (procedure call) has a lambda

expression in its operator position. Typically, operators will be primitives, lambda-

bound variables, or other such combinations.

A procedure X can be finitely fully unfolded if there is no procedure Y that we

need to unfold to unfold X such that Y needs to be unfolded to unfold Y fully. In

other words, X can be finitely fully unfolded if, while unfolding it, we do not run

across a recursive procedure.

For example, the following cannot be finitely unfolded fully because we need to

unfold lambda3 while unfolding it.

(lambda, (f)

((lambda 2 (x)

(f (x x)))

(lambda3 (x)

(f (x x)))))

Two procedures are considered equal if they are identical in the sense of eq?

or if they both can be finitely fully unfolded, and after fully unfolding, the result-

ing expressions are equal except for arbitrary renamings of bound variables, i.e.,

a-conversion [10, 7].

Of course, we can make our equality notion somewhat sharper by allowing identical

(i.e. eq?) recursive procedures to be met at the same place in the unfolding of both

procedures, but this is not necessary for the examples in this report.

This notion of equality is consistent with both strict (applicative order) and non-

strict (normal order) languages. Consider the following program fragments:

(let ((x 0))
;; X is intentionally not referenced
(if (fermat? 3 y z v)

w

0))

(if (fermat? 3 y z w)
V
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0)

They are equivalent in non-strict languages, but not in strict languages. In non-

strict languages, the unfoldment of the expression for the value of x can wait until

x is referenced. In strict languages this expression has to be finitely unfolded before

proceeding with the body. Thus, in a non-strict language, I is never unfolded, and

the expressions will match. In a strict language, I is unfolded when the let is

processed, and our equality predicate will fail.

Given this notion of equality, we can now describe the behavior of the matcher.

When the pattern argument does not involve pattern variables, it is an equality tester

for the conservative equality condition that we have described.

However, if the pattern procedure contains pattern variables, the procedural mat-

cher attempts to compute substitutions for the pattern variables such that after per-

forming those substitutions on the pattern, the substituted pattern and the instance

procedure are equal according to our definition of equality. The matcher computes

the substitutions by examining the subtree of the unfolded instance corresponding to

the unfolded expression in the pattern where the pattern variable appears.

The pattern matcher returns false or a dictionary. It returns false when it cannot

make the pattern and instance equal, otherwise it returns a dictionary. The dictionary

binds the pattern variables present in the pattern to objects, procedures or constants,

that satisfy the equality equation. If there are no pattern variables in the pattern,

but the match succeeds, the returned dictionary is empty.

The operation and implementation of the matcher is described in detail in ap-

pendix A. but for now, we will become acquainted with its behavior primarily through

examples.

Pattern variables can represent procedures or constants in the code. Pattern

variables in non-operator position will match either constants or procedures at the

corresponding place in the instance. Pattern variables in operator position will only

match procedures limited by the structure of the pattern. For example,
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(match? (tlambda (y) (+ y #?C))
(tlambda (U) (+ x 3)))

will match with bindings

VC = 3

while

(match? (tlambda (y) (+ y *?C))
(tlambda (x) (+ x (* x 42))))

does not match because there is no constant or procedure binding for #?C that will

make the pattern and instance equal. However,

(match? (tlambda (y) (+ y (#?P y)))
(tlambda Ux) (+ x (* x 42))))

will match with bindings

VP = (tlambda (y) (* y 42))

When a pattern variable is used as the operator of a simple combination, the

corresponding value is limited to procedures that take as many arguments as provided

to the pattern variable. In addition, the pattern matcher will not create lambda

expressions not present in the instance or implied by the combination containing

pattern variables in operator position. For example,

(match? (tlambda Ux y z) (#?F x (#?B y z)))
(tlambda Ux y z) (+ (- (* y y) z) x)))

will succeed with bindings

*?F ((tlambda (x b) (+ b x))
?B (tlambda (y z) C- (* y y) z))

while

(match? (tlambda Cx y z) (#?F x (#?B y z)))
(tlambda Ux y z) (+ (- (* y y) x) z)))

will fail. Ignoring arithmetic rearrangement (the constant functions +, -, and * are

uninterpreted), it needs bindings such as
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?F -(tlambda Ux b) (b x))
?B- (tlambda (y z)

(lambda Wx)

(+ (- (* y y) x) z)))

where the inner lambda expression in the binding for #?B neither appears in the

instance, nor is implied by the pattern, in which the nesting of the pattern variable

#?B implies only one lambda expression.

The number of arguments, and the nesting of the binding of a pattern variable

that appears in operator position is restricted by the structure of the pattern. For

example, the pattern

(tlambda Ux y z)
((*?F x z) y))

restricts the binding for #?F to have the following shape:

(tlambda (a b)
(lambda Cc) (body)))

where (body) can only be a lambda expression that corresponds to a lambda expression

explicitly appearing in the unfolded instance.

This constraint on the values of the pattern variables used as operators of combi-

nations depends on the context of the combination. For example, both the previous

example and the following patterns

(tlambda Cx z)
(#?F x z))

(tlambda Ux y z v t)
(((#?F x z) y) w t))

contain the same application, whose operator is the pattern variable #?F, but the

latter two patterns impose different restrictions on the binding for #?F, namely,

(tlambda (a b) (bodyl)))

(tlambda (a b) (lambda (c) (lambda (d e) (body2))))
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respectively. Again, (bodyl) and (body2) can only be lambda expressions if they

correspond to lambda expressions that appear in the instance.

This context dependence of patterns may seem arbitrary, but is a natural conse-

quence of the process of comparing by unfolding. In order to unfold a combination,

we need to unfold the operator first, until it yields a primitive or a lambda expres-

sion. Any combination whose operator is a combination cannot be unfolded until its

operator is unfolded. thus we need to find the innermost operator first. If we find a

pattern variable as the innermost operator, we cannot unfold any of the surrounding

combinations, and we must attempt to bind the pattern variable, considering the

operands accumulated at all levels as the curried arguments to the binding of the

pattern variable. Thus, two patterns that differ only in the signature of the pat-

tern variable will match the same procedures, but with bindings that differ only in

their signature. In other words, the signature for the value of a pattern variable is

syntactically determined by the way the pattern variable is used.

For example, if a pattern contains the combination (#?F x y z) as the only refer-

ence to pattern variable #?F, and matches some instance with the following binding:

#?F --! (tlambda (x y z) (* y (+ x z)))

mergepar Then the same pattern, with ((#?F x y) z) replacing (#?F x y z),

will also match that instance, but with the following binding instead:

8?F - (tlambda (x y)
(tlambda (z) (* y (+ x z))))

Of course, if both (#?F x y z) and ((#?F x y) z) appear in the same overall

pattern, the matcher will fail, since the constraints imposed on the signature for the

binding of #?F are inconsistent.

One must keep in mind that although we will use the pattern matcher exclusively

in the rest of this report, it is just an example of the tools that can be built once

the opacity of procedures is abandoned. The matcher is sufficient for the problems at

hand, but perhaps not for others. More powerful tools, such as unifiers, can be built
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as well. Of course, when doing so, one must keep in mind that many intuitively clear

processes on expressions are undecidable. such as higher-order unification.

Now that we understand our language and tools better, we can proceed to apply

them to other scenarios.



Chapter 3

Solvers for Systems of Equations

With our new set of tools, we can explore additional scenarios where using procedures

as primitive data elements, and functional composition as glue, leads to elegant solu-

tions. In all of these scenarios opaque procedures ultimately prevent us from using a

procedural representation, while translucent procedures and the procedural matcher

permit elegant solutions.

In this chapter we will see how functional abstraction and composition can be

used to write an equation solver without the need for expression substitution and

variable renaming. Opaque procedures are an unsuitable representation for equations

because they do not permit inspection, necessary to choose the solution method to

use. Translucent procedures enable this choice and preserve the elegant structure of

the solver.

3.1 Solving Systems by Substitution

Consider a system of linear equations:

2x-y+~ = 5 (3.1)

x+y+z = 6 (3.2)

x -y+z = 2 (3.3)

41
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The simplest method for solving systems of linear equations, although not tile

most efficient, is to use substitution.' ITsing one of the equations, we solve for one of

the unknowns in terms of the rest, and then substitute the resulting expression for the

solved unknown in the remaining equations, reducing the number of equations and

the number of unknowns. We then proceed to solve the residual system of rewritten

equations, and once the values of the rest of the unknowns are known, we can compute

the value of the eliminated unknown by using the same substitution expression.

In our example, we might use equation 3.1 to solve for x in terms of y and z,

x = ((5-(-y+ -))/2) = ((y +5 - :)/2) (3.1)

and substitute this expression into equations 3.2 and 3.3 to produce the following

reduced system after simplification:

3y+ = 7(3.5)

-y+ = -1 (3.6)

WVe repeat the process with this system. solving for z by using equation 3.6:

: = ((-I - (-Y))/l) =- y- 1 (3.7)

an(l substituting into equation 3.5 to obtain, after simplification

4y = 8 (3.8)

which we can solve using the same linear elimination process:

y =8/4 = 2

Now we can find the values for z and x by plulqging in. that is. by using the

previously computed substitutions.

ý = (2 - 1) = 1 from eqn. 3.7
Xr= ((5 + 2 - 1)/2) = 3 from eqn. 3.4

The substitution method consists of four steps:

'Substitntion as described here and when restricted to linear systemis is related to Gaussian
Elimination [49].
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1. Use one of the equations to express one of the unknowns as a function of the

rest. This can be done for linear equations by using zero-crossings, thus only

unknowns with non-zero coefficients can be eliminated from a linear equation.

2. Eliminate the chosen unknown from the rest of the equations by replacing it

with the expression obtained in the first step.

:3. Recursively solve the system of rewritten equations until the substitution ex-

pression has no unknowns (i.e. it is a constant value). This expression gives us

the value of the last unknown.

4. Once the residual system is solved, compute the value of the eliminated un-

known by using the expression determined in the first step and the values of

the unknowns found in the recursive step.

3.2 Substitution as an Operation on Functions

To write an equation solver based on this method, we could use a symbolic represen-

tation and implement symbolic substitution, renaming. simplification, etc.

Alternatively, we can observe that the elimination, substitution, and rewriting de-

scribed above are easily expressed in terms of functional abstraction and composition:

If we somehow represent our equations as functions of the unknowns, to substitute

one of the unknowns by a function of the others, we compose the original equation

with the function expressing the unknown. For example, using Scheme notation, if an

equation is represented by some function of three arguments. in some not-yet-specified

way.

Eqn = (lambda (x y z)
... x ... y ... z ... )

and our substitution is

Sbx = (lambda (y z)
(U (- (+ y 5) z) 2))
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the elimination step consists of replacing the original equation with the new equation

Eqn' = (lambda (y z)

( (- (+ y 5) z) 2 ) ... y ... z ... )

but this is just (in general) the function

Eqn' = (lambda (y z)
(Eqn (Sbx y z) y z))

To change to a function-based view, we can model each equation as a function

of the unknowns whose zeros we want to find. A zero of a function is a vector of

argument values that the function maps to zero. A system of equations is then just

a set of functions that we want to zero simultaneously. That is, to solve a system of

equations represented as a set of functions is to find a common vector of arguments

that result in zero when supplied to each of the functions. In our example, the

functions might be

F1 = (lambda (x y z) (-+( (* 2 x) (- y) z) 5))

F2 = (lambda (x y z) (- (+ x y z) 6))

F3 = (lambda (x y z) C- (+ x (- y) z) 2))

To illustrate the substitution method in the function-based model, we can solve

for x in terms of y and z by constructing the following functions. and then use Sx on

the solution of the system formed by F2' and F3' to find the value of x.

Nx = (lambda (y z) (F1 0 y z))

Dx = (lambda (y z) (- (F1 1 y z) (Nx y z)))

Sx = (lambda (y z) (/ (- (Nx y z)) (Dx y z)))

F2'= (lambda (y z) (F2 (Sx y z) y z))

F3'= (lambda (y z) (F3 (Sx y z) y z))

These functions may seem to have been pulled out of thin air. but they are not

hard to understand if we consider the case of a simple line

F = (lambda (x) (+ (* D x) N))
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corresponding to the equation

Dx+N = 0

Clearly, the solution to this equation is S = -N/D, but in the function model we

do not have direct access to N and D, although they can be computed easily:

N = (F 0)
D - (- (F 1) N)

Compare N and D with Nx and Dx above, and note that for fixed values of y and z,

F1 is a simple line with the single variable x. Sx is then the function that computes

the value of x that zeros the first equation given arbitrary values for the remaining

unknowns. This is precisely the substitution function that we need to reduce the

system, and the expressions for F2' and F3' should now be clear.

To make the method even more concrete, we can expand out and simplify the

functions Nx, Dx, Sx, F2', and F3':

Nx = (lambda (y z) (F1 0 y z))
= (lambda (y z) (- (+ (- y) z) 5))
= (lambda (y z) (- z (+ y 5)))

Dx = (lambda (y z) (- (Fl 1 y z) (Nx y z)))
= (lambda (y z) (- (-(+ 2 (- y) z) 5) (- z (+ y 5))))
= (lambda (y z) C- (+ 2 (- z (+ y5))) (- z (+ y 5))))
= (lambda (y z) 2)

Sx = (lambda (y z) (U (- (Nx y z)) (Dx y z)))
= (lambda (y z) ( ( C- C- z (+ y 5))) 2))
= (lambda (y z) (/ C- (+ y 5) z) 2))

F2'= (lambda (y z) (F2 (Sx y z) y z))
= (lambda (y z) (- (+ (I (-(+ y 5) z) 2) y z) 6))
= (lambda (y z) / (-( (- (+ y 5) z) (* 2 y) (* 2 z)) 12) 2))
= (lambda (y z) (U (-(4 (* 3 y) z) 7) 2))

F3'= (lambda (y z) (F3 (Sx y z) y z))
= (lambda (y z) C- (+ (I (- (+ y 5) z) 2) (- y) z) 2))
= (lambda (y z) (/ (- (-(4 y 5) z) (* -2 y) (* 2 z)) 4) 2))
= (lambda (y z) (I C- (+ (- y) z) -1) 2))
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where the expansion and simplification are carried out only to illustrate that F2' and

F3' correspond to equations 3.5 and 3.6 directly.

By representing equations as functions, and in turn, functions as procedures, we

have found a way to compute substitutions without manipulating expressions, but

instead by appropriately abstracting and composing the functions (procedures) that

represent the equations.

In essence, we have outlined the basic structure of an elegant linear equation

solver, and we can envision writing it, without making any reference to algebraic sim-

plification, variable renaming, or substitutions within expressions.2 These operations

may be desirable to obtain simple answers, and to ensure that cancellation does not

produce spurious divisions by zero, or incorrect results due to round-off error, over-

flow, or underflow, but they are not inherently required to solve the equations. These

symbolic operations are necessary only as a consequence of choosing expressions as

the representation of our equations, just like scaling of points, segments, and arcs

is not inherent in the picture language, but only a consequence of choosing lists of

segments to represent our pictures. Functions (procedures) capture the behavior of

our equations, and we can eliminate and substitute variables naturally by composing

and abstracting.

3.3 Additional Concerns to the Application of

the Method

The method as outlined so far is, substantively, a numerical mcthod, and will work for

systems containing arbitrary functions as long as we can find functions linear (actually

affine) on some of the unknowns. Because our method eliminates each unknown using

only one function at a time, it only depends on the function being affine with respect

2The idea of using procedures in this way. and the overall structure of the solver, are due to
Harold Abelson and Gerald J. Sussman.
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to the single parameter being eliminated. The method can consequently reduce some

more general non-linear systems.

For example, if in the system of equations 3.1- 3.3 we perform the following sub-

stitutions,

x = uv (3.9)

y = VW (3.10)

- = wu (3.11)

we arrive at the system

2uv - vw + wu = 5

uv +vw+wu = 6

UV-- VW + wu = 2

in which no equation is linear, but each equation is affine in each parameter individ-

ually. The method outlined above reduces this system to an easily factorable quintic

equation.3

Furthermore, not all of the functions need to be algebraic. The system will elimi-

nate unknowns by finding functions affine in some unknowns, and express the solution

in terms of the solution of the reduced system, which can then be solved by iterative

methods.

Before we examine a solver written using this method, we need to consider the

possibility that our system of equations may be over- or under-constrained. A system

of equations is over-constrained when it has no solutions, and under-constrained when

there are an infinite number of solutions. Over-constrained systems can be handled

easily by returning some pre-established object that is otherwise an invalid solution.

Under-constrained systems are a little more complicated, but it is not difficult to ar-

rive at a useful convention by examining linear systems. A system of linear equations

is underconstrained only if it has fewer equations than unknowns, after removing alge-

braically dependent equations. If we follow our substitution and elimination method

3 Quintics are not always factorable [5, 35], but this one has no constant coefficient, and the
quartic factor is bi-quadratic.
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on such a system, we will reach a point when we have expressed some of the unknowns

in terms of the rest, but there are no equations left that can be used find the values of

the remaining unknowns. At this point, any set of values for the remaining unknowns

leads to a solution of the initial system. The solutiors of the initial system form a

subspace whose dimensionality is the number of unknowns remaining when we reach

this point.

To handle this situation, we can view a solution to a system of equations on

n unknowns, not as a single n-dimensional point, but as a function mapping some

number m of parameters to n values of the unknowns that zero the system. m is

the dimensionality of the solution subspace. If the system has a unique solution, in

will be zero and the solution function will be a constant function, while for a system

whose solutions all lie on a plane, m will be two, and the solution function will map

arbitrary points in V2 (or C2) to points in the plane of solutions.4

For example, a solution function for the original example system would be

(lambda ()
(tuple 3 2 1))

while a solution function ,%r the under-constrained system of equations

3x+2y = 1

3y+2z = 1

9x - 4z = 1

might be

(lambda (z)
(tuple (/ (+ 1 (* 4 z)) 9)

(U (- 1 (* 2 z)) 3)
z))

where all solutions lie on a line.

4This method of returning a function of some continuous parameter space can be extended to
return a function and a domain to encompass multiple roots. Some of the components of the domain
would be continuous, while others would be discrete. The function would use continuous arguments
as described here, and the discrete arguments to choose roots of unity.
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3.4 The Solver

Let us now examine a solver written using these ideas. Our solver takes a list of

procedures representing the equations, and returns two values, a residual system

represented as a list of procedures, and a solution procedure to invoke on solutions of

the residual system to produce solutions of the original system. If the residual system

is empty, the original system is completely solved, and the number of parameters of

the solution procedure is the dimensionality of the solution space. If it is not empty.

the solver could not solve the system fully, and some other method will" have to be

used on the residual system.

Our top-level procedure performs some consistency checking and prepares the null

solution, i.e., the composition identity of N parameters. The real work is done by

solve-aux and try-methods.

(define (solve S)
(if (null? S)

(error "solve: No equations")
(let ((arity (proc/arity (car S))))

(if (there-exists? (cdr S)
(lambda (eqn)

(not (= (proc/arity eqn) arity))))
(error "solve: Inconsistent number of unknowns" S)
(solve-aux S (composition-identity arity))))))

(define (solve-aux S F)
(if (null? S)

(values S F)
(try-methods *solution-methods*

(map simplify-eqn S)
F)))

(define (try-methods methods S F)
(if (null? methods)

(values S F)
(with-values (lambda 0 ((car methods) S))

(lambda (Si fl)
(if (and (= (length Si) (length S))

( (proc/arity (car S))
(proc/arity (car Si))))
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;; Method failed
(try-methods (cdr methods) S F)
;; Method eliminated a variable or an equation
(solve-aux S1 (compose F fl)))))))

solve-aux takes two arguments: the residual system that we still need to solve.

and a partial solution, i.e.. a function that maps solutions of the residual system into

solutions of the original system. If there are no equations left to solve, we are done.

and the partial solution is the total solution. Otherwise solve-aux uses try-methods

to try all the known solution methods.

A solution method is a procedure that takes a system of equations and returns a

residual system and a partial solution. As before, a partial solution maps solutions

to the residual system into solutions of the system given to the solution method. So-

lution methods typically remove some equations or some unknowns from the original

system. When unknowns are eliminated, the partial solution computes the eliminated

unknowns in terms of the remaining unknowns. When the method eliminates equa-

tions without eliminating unknowns, perhaps because the equations have become

tautologies (identically zero) after substitution, the partial solution is the identity

function on the vector of unknowns.

try-methods tests whether the first. method in the list reduces the system. and if

not, it tries the remaining methods. When a method succeedes, try-methods calls

solve-aux on the residual system, and the corresponding overall partial solution that

is just the composition of the previous overall partial solution and the local partial

solution that the method returned.

simplify-eqn. used in solve-aux. can be used to remove denominators from

rational functions and to perform other similar tasks. For our solver we can define it

as follows:

(define (simplify-eqn f)
(if (ratfun? f)

(ratfun/numerator f)

f))
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Our list of methods can contain any procedures that can reduce the system. We

can use the following list:

(define *solution-methods*
(list (lambda (S)

(affine-eliminate S))
(lambda (S)

(quadratic-eliminate S))
(lambda (S)

(constant-eliminate S))
(lambda (S)

(iterative-solve S))))

affine-eliminate embodies the method outlined earlier and is examined below.

quadratic-eliminate is similar, but solves quadratic equations.' constant-eli-

minate removes tautologies, i.e. functions that are identically zero. These equations

can appear after reducing a system with algebraically dependent equations. itera-

tive-solve is a trivial root finder that can be used to solve uni-dimensional equations

not amenable to other methods.

affine-eliminate is defined as follows.

(define affine-eliminate
(equation-seeker (lambda (f i)

(and (affine? f i)
(not (independent? f i))))

(lambda (f i ignore)
(affine-invert f i))))

equation-seeker constructs a solution method that the solver can use. It takes

a predicate procedure and an inversion procedure. The predicate procedure tests

whether an unknown can be eliminated by using an equation. It is given the equation

and the index of the unknown as arguments. The inversion procedure eliminates

the corresponding unknown by expressing it in terms of the remaining unknowns.

equation-seeker tries all the equations and all the argument indices:

5Quadratic equations typically have two solutions. Without extending our solutions to encompass
discrete parameters, quadratic-eliminate can produce both by backtracking. The backtracking
mechanism is not germane to the discussion.
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(define (equation-seeker predicate inverter)
(lambda (S)

'let ((n-unknowns (proc/arity (car S))))
(define (find-eqn unk-index)

(let find-eqn ((S S) (eqns '0))

(cond ((null? S)
;; No more equations?

;;-> Try the next unknown
(try (1+ unk-index)))

((predicate (car S) unk-index)
;; Can this equation be inverted to eliminate

;; the M-th unknown?
=> (lambda (pred-result)

(let ((inversion
(inverter (car S) unk-index pred-result))

(n* (-1+ n-unknowns)))
;; Reduce the system by eliminating the

;; equation and the unknown,
;; and produce a partial solution function
;; that computes the value of the eliminated
;; unknown by using the rest, and inserts it
;; at the right position in the argument
;; vector.
(values

(map (lambda (f)
(introduce f inversion unk-index))

(append (reverse eqns) (cdr S)))
(aggregate* (*segment n* 0 unk-index)

inversion
(*segment n* unk-index n*))))))

(else

(find-eqn (cdr S) (cons (car S) eqns))))))

(define (try unk-index)
(if (< unk-index n-unknowns)

(find-eqn unk-index)

No unknowns left, return the original system
and a du.mmy partial solution

(values S (composition-identity n))))

;; Try the first unknown
(try 0))))

equation-seeker does not choose good unknowns to eliminale. It chooses the

first unknown that satisfies the predicate. and this is rarely the best choice. If a
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system of linear equations is triangular, it may not choose the unknown that appears

by itself in an equation. Alternatively, if the system is dense, the best choice is often

the unknown with the largest coefficient, but this is unlikely to be the first one found.

At any rate, better choices can be implemented - this version is illustrative, not

exemplary.

The code for equation-seeker is elaborate, but mostly straightforward. It con-

sists of two nested loops. The outer iterates over all the indices of the unknowns.

The inner iterates over all of the equations for each index, equation-seeker uses

the predicate on pairs of equations and indices, until the predicate succeeds, and then

it uses the inversion function to compute the substitution, and then. the residual sys-

tem and the partial solution.

The only complication is the construction of the residual system and the partial

solution when the method succeeds. The inversion function computes the value of

the eliminated unknown in terms of the rest, but the partial solution must take

the values of the remaining unknowns and produce a solution vector with them and

the eliminated unknown in the correct positions. To construct the partial solution,

equation-seeker uses aggregate* and *segment, the argument-list analogs of the

list operations append and subseq [57].

The other equations are rewritten by substituting the eliminated unknown for its

value in terms of the remaining unknowns. This task is performed by the procedure

introduce, which takes two procedures, f and g, and one argument index, n. G must

take one less argument than f. introduce returns a procedure, h. that when invoked.

passes its arguments to g, collects its result, inserts it at the n-th position in the

arguments passed to h, and passes the resulting vector of arguments to f, returning

its result. E.g.,

(introduce (lambda (x y z) (+ (* x y) z))
(lambda (x z) (- x z))
1)

(lambda (x z)
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(+ (* X (- x z)) z))

affine-invert, used in the definition of aff ine-eliminate, embodies the subs-

titution method that we outlined earlier.

(define (affine-invert f i)
;; f(xi) = D * xi + N => N = f(O)

D = (f(1) -N)
;; For a zero, xi = ((f(xi) - N) / D) = ((-N) / D)
(let* ((N (fix-argument/drop-parameter f i 0))

(D (combine -

(fix-argument/drop-parameter f i 1)
N)))

(combine /
(compose negate N)
D)))

fix-argument/drop-parameter takes a procedure, an argument index i, and a

constant value, and returns the procedure that takes one less argument and cor-

responds to the original with the i-th argument substituted by the constant. For

example,

(fix-argument/drop-parameter (lambda (x y)
(- (* x y) (+ x 7)))

1

29)

(lambda Cx)
(- (* x 29) (+ x 7)))

combine produces a procedure p, that. when invoked, calls all but the first argu-

ment to combine on the arguments to p, collects all of the results, and invokes the

first argument to combine on all the collected results, returning what this procedure

returns. For example,

(combine -
(lambda (a b c) (* a (+ b c)))
(lambda Ux y z) (+ (* z x) (* z y))))

(lambda (e f g)
(-(* e (+ f g))
(+ (* g e) (* g ))
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3.5 The Limitations of Opaque Procedures

Besides procedural utilities such as combine, fix-argument/drop-parameter, in-

troduce, etc.. we have yet to write affine?, ratfun?, and ratfun/numerator to

finish implementing our solver.

A function is affine in some parameter, if, for any fixed given values of the remain-

ing parameters, the function is a line. In other words, function F is affine in its first

argument (similarly for other arguments) if we can write it as

.F(x 1,x 2. .. X) = -FI(X2,....Xm) * X1 +.Fo(X 2. . X.)

A sufficient condition, when Y is partially differentiable twice with respect to its

first argument, is that this partial derivative is identically zero. That is, F is affine

in its first argument (similarly for other arguments) if the following holds:

d 2.F
ax -0

If our procedures are opaque, we cannot easily differentiate exactly, just numeri-

cally.6 We can try another approach. If Y is affine in its first argument, then

'H(x,.X2 . . . . . ..) =F(XX 2 . Xm) - -"(O.x 2 .  Xm)

= F1 (X2 . . . . . .r ) *X1

must be linear in its first, argument. This immediately leads to the following definition

of affine?

(define (affine? f n)
(linear? (combine - f (fix-argument/keep-parameter f n 0))

n))

where fix-argument/keep-parameter is similar to fix-argument/drop-parameter

(used earlier), but produces a result of the same arity as its first argument.

'As observed by Gerald J. Sussman and Dan Zuras, exact differentiation can be carried out by
using non-standard analysis [34]. This presumes that our arithmetic primitives are extended to
accomodate infinitesimals.
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How do we test for linearity? Rejecting differentiation again, we can make direct

use of the definition of linearity. A function H is linear in its first argument (similarly

for other arguments) if the following identities hold for all values of the J., k. and y.

JH(k rX* x ,x. ,In) = k* H(x 1 ,x 2 -. . X)

"(X •+Y, yX 2 . .  ') - "t(j1,2.. a) +'H(y, 2

This is equivalent to requiring that the functions P and S (for product and sum.

respectively), defined as follows, be identically zero.

P(.rx,x 2, . . . . x. nk) = 9i(k * x.,x .X2 .. ,m) - k * H-(xl... .  x,)

S(x...r 2,. . xm,y) = Ht(xI + YX2, .... Xm) - M(X I-Xl2 ...... x.) +± R?-(y, x2 x)

We can program this test as follows:

(define (linear? f n)
(let* ((m (proc/arity f))

(m* (1+ M)))

(let* ((f-of-nth
(lambda (substitution)

(combine f
(segment m* 0 n)
substitution
(segment m* (1+ n) m))))

(f-of-nth-and-mth
(lambda (combiner)

(f-of-nth (combine combiner
(project m* n)
(project m* m)M)))))

(let ((scale-test
(combine -

(f-of-nth-and-mth *)
(combine *

(project m* m)
(compose f (segment m* 0 m)))))

(sum-test
(combine -

(f-of-nth-and-mth +)
(combine +

(compose f (segment m* 0 m))
(f-of-nth (project m* mi))))))

(and (identically-zero? scale-test)
(identically-zero? sum-test))))))
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We now need to implement identically-zero?, and of course, we cannot. iden-

ticalLy-zero? is undecidable in general, but that is not the fundamental issue here,

since suitable restrictions are decidable, and we can let the solver use other methods

when identically-zero? fails because it is conservative.

The problem is that if procedures are opaque, we can only invoke them, not look

inside. The best we can do is to invoke the procedure on a finite number of n-

dimensional points [42]. If the result at any of them is not zero. identically-zero?

can truthfully return false, however, even if the function returns zero at every point

tested, thcre is no guarantee that the result is identically zero. Although choosing

random points makes for a very reliable and fast test, ultimately we can use procedure

invocation only to reject, never to accept, except heuristically.

Of course, ratfun?, etc. also lead us to the same problem. When procedures

are completely opaque, they cannot be used to represent functions that we want to

compare to other functions, unless their domains are finite, and well known, even if

the comparison is only approximate to avoid undecidability.

As in the Henderson language scenario, we can resort. to unsavory tricks such as

switching the meaning of the arithmetic operators to handle symbolic quantities. and

then invoke our functions on symbolic arguments and examine the result, but there

is no guarantee that all the functions are written in terms of the operators that we

have switched.

Similarly. we can change the interface to our functions, and change combine,

etc., accordingly, but this will obscure our basic representation decision, force us

to maintain dual representations. and demand that users of the solver write their

functions using this interface if they want to pass them to the solver as equations.
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3.6 Overcoming Opacity

As in the Henderson language example. we can require that our language allow us

to inspect the structure of procedures. Even before this point, we have already

assumed a limited form of inspection, since proc/arity, used in solve, try-methods,

equat ion-seeker, and 1 inear?, cannot be implemented if procedures are completely

opaque.

In our extended Scheme, we can use tlambda when writing our equations. and

write our procedure utilities appropriately, so that all the generated procedures are

translucent when the inputs are.

We can now write a conservative identically-zero? as follows:

(define (identically-zero? f)
(and (ratfun? f)

(match? (constant (proc/arity f) 0)

(ratfun/simplify f))))

ratfun? can be written as follows:

(define (ratfun? proc)
(and (tproc? proc)

(%ratfun? proc)))

(define (%/ratfun? proc)
(let* ((m (tproc/arity proc))

(mc (constant m #?CONST))
(proj (let make ((i 0))

(if (>= i m)
'0
(cons (project m i)

(make (+ i 1))))))
(ops (map (let ((mpl (restrict #?P1 m))

(mp2 (restrict #?P2 m)))
(lambda (op)

(combine op mpl mp2)))
(list + - * /))))

(let test ((proc proc))
(let find-operator ((ops ops))

(cond ((null? ops)
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(cond ((match? mc proc)
-> (lambda (match)

(number? (match/lookup match V?CONST))))
(else
(let find-projection ((proj proj))

(and (not (null? proj))
(or (match? (car proj) proc)

(find-projection (cdr proj))))))))
((match? (car ops) proc)

=> (lambda (match)
(and (test (match/lookup match #?Pl))

(test (match/lookup match *?P2)))))
(else
(find-operator (cdr ops))))))))

%ratfun? uses the matcher to check whether its argument is: a sum, product,

etc.; a constant function: or a projection function. If the argument is a sum, product,

etc., it tests the operands recursively.

ratf un/simplify and ratfun/numerator can be written directly, like ratfun?,

or, alternatively, can be written by translating their argument to an alternate repre-

sentation, simplifying the result, and translating back. The alternate representation

mav be any ordinary representation for rational functions, such as a pair of polyno-

mials with sparse coefficients.

ratfun->rf, shown in fig. 3-1, translates a translucent procedure that implements

a rational function into an alternate representation, manipulated abstractly by the

operations constant->rf. proj ection-rf, rf+. rf-. rf*, and rf/.

3.7 Loose Ends

The solver described above is mostly complete, but a few pieces are still missing. For

example. affine-eliminate depends not only on affine? but also on independent?.

which can be coded as follows,

(define (independent? f param)
(identically-zero?

(combine -
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(define (ratfun->rf proc)

(let ((a (procedure/arity proc)))
(let ((mc (constant m MCONST))

(mpl (restrict 8?P1 a))

(mp2 (restrict *?P2 m))
(proj (let make ((M 0))

(if (>= i a)

(cons (project m i)
(make (+ i 1))))))

(bases (let make ((i 0))
(if (>= i a)

'0

(cons (projection-rf m i)
(make (+ i 1))))))

(number-ops (list + - * M))

(rf-ops (list rf+ rf- rf* rf/)))

(let test ((proc proc))
(cond ((match? mc proc)

;; Is it a constant function?
=> (lambda (match)

(constant->rf m (match/lookup match VCOST))))
(else

(or
;; Is it a projection function?

(let find-projection ((proj proj) (bas bas))
(and (not (null? proj))

(if (match? (car proj) proc)
(car bas)
(find-projection (cdr proj)

(cdr bas)))))
Is it a sum, product, etc?

(let find-op ((ops number-ops)
(rf-ops rf-ops))

(and (not (null? ops))

(let ((match
(match? (combine (car ops) mpl mp2)

proc)))
(if match

((car rfops) (match/lookup match VP1)

(match/lookup match *?P2))
(find-op (cdr ops) (cdr rf-ops))))))

(error "ratfun->rf: Not a ratfun"

proc))))))))

Figure 3-1: Conversion from Procedures to Other Representations
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f
(fix-argument/keep-parameter f param 0))))

which tests whether F is independent from x, (or any other parameter) by testing

whether P, defined as follows, is identically zero.

,7'(xxi, .. ,xn) = (XX 2, .. ,xn)- .F(O, x2,...,xn)

The missing procedures are straightforward, or similar to those already described,

but some care must be exercised when writing utilities such as combine and fix-ar-

gument /drop-parameter.

Our solver depends in several places on the ability to determine the arity of the

procedures that represent equations. It uses this ability to find the number of un-

knowns remaining, and to decide when a solution method has eliminated some of

them.

Procedures such as combine, etc., might appear to be easily expressible in ordinary

Scheme with definitions such as

(define (combine combiner . elements)
(lambda args

(apply combiner
(map (lambda (element)

(apply element args))
elements))))

but even assuming that the result was a translucent procedure, it would have lost

all arity information, and the solver would no longer be able to find the number of

unknowns remaining. Writing our utilities in this way would force us to maintain and

pass around the arity, rather than extract it from the procedures.

The definitions of these utilities can preserve this information if they are written

in a manner analogous to the version of compose in chapter 2. For example, we can

write combine as follows:

(define (combine collect . fs)
(compose collect (apply aggregate* fs)))

Then, we can define aggregate and aggregate* as follows:
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(define (aggregate* fl . fs)
(let loop ((fl fl) (Us fs))

(if (null? fs)
fl
(loop (aggregate fl (car fs))

(cdr fs)))))

(define (aggregate f g)
h = (aggregate f g)
=> (h . args) = (concat (f . args) (g . args))

(let ((ftakes (proc/arity f))
(freturns (proc/nvalues f))
(gtakes (proc/arity g))
(greturns (proc/nvalues g)))

(if (not (= ftakes gtakes))
(error "aggregate: Incompatible" f g)
(let ((names (make-list-of-names (+ ftakes freturns greturns)

'(f g))))
(let ((formals (list-head names ftakes))

(rest (list-tail names ftakes)))
(let ((fvals (list-head rest freturns))

(gvals (list-tail rest freturns)))
((tproc/make*

"(lambda (f g)
(lambda ,formals

(tlet (,fvals (f ,Cformals))
(tlet (,gvals (g ,@formals))

(tuple ,Cfvals ,Cgvals))))))

f g)))))))

aggregate* was used in equation-seeker in conjunction with *segment, with

the latter defined as follows:

(define (*segment takes low high)
(if (not (<= 0 low high takes))

(segment takes 0 0)
(segment takes low high)))

(define (segment takes low high)
(if (not (<= 0 low high takes))

(error "segment: Invalid range" takes low high)
(let* ((formals (make-list-of-names takes '0))

(keep (sublist formals low high)))
(tproc/make* '(lambda ,formals

(tuple ,@keep))))))
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fix-argument/drop-parameter can be written in terms of these procedures as

follows:

(define (fix-argument/drop-parameter f n konst)
;; Fix argument n of f to constant konst.
;; The resulting procedure takes one less argument.
8I
;; Equivalent to
(introduce f

(constant (-1+ (tproc/arity f))
konst)

n)
I8

(let ((m* (-1+ (tproc/arity f))))
(combine f

(*segment m* 0 n)
(constant m* konst)
(*segment m* nm*)

The remaining utilities (constant, fix-argument/keep-parameter, introduce,

etc.) can easily be written in a similar style.

3.8 Summary

We examine the construction of an equation solver where equations are represented

as procedures. The power of this choice is that it allows us to compute and express

substitutions and solutions without reference to expressions, variables, or renaming.

This independence from an expression representation allows us, among other things,

to mix algebraic with iterative methods within the same framework.

Ordinary procedures are unsuitable because they cannot easily support recognition

and discrimination, abilities necessary to examine our equations in order to choose an

appropriate solution method. Translucent procedures, which can be composed and

abstracted as easily as ordinary procedures, also permit limited inspection, enabling us

not onlv to construct a solution by composition, but also to choose solution methods

by examining the equations.
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Chapter 4

Metacircular Interpreters and

Compilers

Interpreter construction is a scenario where a procedural representation is natural,

elegant, and efficient. As in the previously examined scenarios, however, opaque

procedures cannot be used as the basic representation because they preclude the

implementation of certain operations on our abstract representation. We will see

that translucent procedures overcome this problem nicely.

An expression to be evaluated can be abstracted as a behavior modulated by an

environment. In this chapter we will see how this observation leads naturally to a

procedural representation for expressions in our interpreter. However, this represen-

tation requires translucent procedures in order to make interpreter states invertible,

hence debuggable.

4.1 Why Use Interpreters?

Interpreter construction is an important topic in the implementation of interactive

languages (e.g. APL [27], Basic, Forth, Lisp [57], Scheme [11. 1], Smalltalk [14],

csh [41).

65
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Interpreters are used in these languages because a high priority in the implemen-

tation of such languages is to keep the time of the edit-run cycle as low as possible.

The edit-run cycle is usually more time consuming when a native-code compiler, even

a non-optimizing compiler, is inserted in the cycle. In addition, interpreters are often

preferred for debugging for a variety of reasons:

"* The reduced time of the edit-run cycle allows the programmer to explore more

possibilities in the same amount of time. The programmer can more easily write

and run test code, or add debugging output to the code.

"* Interpreters often have a more direct execution model, not subject to optimiza-

tions that may rearrange or eliminate code or variables.

"* Debuggers can more easily invert and display the state of the computation

because interpreters have a known finite number of states.

There is a natural tension in the design and impleimientation of an interpreter be-

tween its speed and its simplicity. As always. simplicity leads to increased maintain-

ability. Simple interpreters are easy to write, but often perform poorly. Complicated

interpreters perform well. but are harder to debug and maintain, and sometimes make

debugging the interpreted code more difficult.

The most common design technique for interactive languages is to use a hybrid of

compilation and interpretation. The source language is compiled to a simple blinary
code. often a linear bvt~e code for a stack architecture, whose interpretation can be

carriedl out easily and efficiently by a straightforward program. The byte code is

dlesignedl for fast execution and for straightforward translation. so the compilation

step. unlike cOml)ilation to native code. is qtuick.

The efficiency of bvte-codled interpreters is often adequate. but the compilatioll

step) usually makes (lebulgging interpreted code harder. There are two 'oninion solu-

tions to this l)roi)lem: we can make the output of the byte code compiler invertib)le.
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or, alternatively, we can use techniques similar to those used by full-fledged native-

code compilers, i.e. the compiler can output of additional data structures mapping

code addresses to debugging information. The first solution impacts negatively on

performance-it reduces the range of possible optimizations: the second implies too

large an implementation effort for -lean-and-mean" interpreters.

A second common technique used in interpreter design. particularly for the Forth

language, is to use threaded interpreters [41]. A threaded interpreter is another hy-

brid technique. The source language is translated locally into pre-packaged template

machine code sequences with slots for the translated subexpressions. The code oper-

ates by executing the templates, which decide when and how to invoke the tcmplates

contained in the slots corresponding to the subexpressions and to combine their re-

sults.

Threaded interpreters are often very fast, but must be ported individually to every'

new architecture and have the same debugging problems as byte-coded interpreters.

Threaded interpreters are typically faster than byte-coded interpreters because

they eliminate one level of decoding. Byte-coded interpreters translate the source

language into a small linear instruction set that must be decoded by software at run-

time. The compiler to threaded code produces a graph of native code segments that is

executed directly by the hardware, with no further software decoding. Although the

code in threaded interpreters is often hard on processor pre-fetch units. because of all

the jumping around, byte-coded interpreters often use large dispatch tables to decode

the op-codes. and short code sequences in each entry, imposing a similar burden on

the pre-fetch unit.

Threaded interpreters, besides being hard to port. are also harder to write. The

interpreter implementor must write and tune the code sequences in assembly language.

However he must also be very careful about maintaining the correct state, and think

carefully about how the standard code sequences combine at runtime in terms of

registers and stacks, and other low-level structures.
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4.2 Automatically Generated Threaded Interpre-

ters

The typical implementation of some languages (Lisp, Scheme) contains both an in-

terpreter and a native-code compiler. The interpreter is used for interaction, and

to reduce the time of the edit-run cycle: the compiler is used oil previously-tested

modules that, should run quickly, at some expense in debugging ability.

Even though the compiler is available to accelerate code, the speed of the inter-

preter should not be neglected. If it is very slow, programmers will only use the

compiler. It must also be no more difficult to debug interpreted code than compiled

code, since that is an important reason for its existence.

Fortunately, there is a simple technique that can be used to implement threaded

interpreters for such systems. The technique makes use of the effort in porting the

native-code compiler. and allows the interpreter to be written entirely in the source

language, using the native-code compiler to gain its efficiency.

This technique, introduced by Feeley and Lapanlme [21] primarily for code gener-

ation (rather than direct execution) consists of translating expressions into closures

(procedures). An expression is translated into a procedure that accepts a single

argument. namely a representation of the runtime environment where the expres-

sion is to be evaluated. The procedure invokes the procedures corresponding to the

subexpressions on suitable environments. and combines the results, or chooses among

alternatives according to these results.

The beauty of this technique is that it abstracts the meaning of an expression into

a behavior, implemented concretely by the procedure that represents the expression.

For execution, the only important asp)ect of an expression is what actions and values it

manil)iilates when evaluated in an environment: these act ions and value maniptilat ions

modularized by the runitine environment, are what the procedure representing tlie

expressioii capt ures exact lv.
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To illustrate the technique, we can explore the implementation of a Scheme in-

terpreter, using Scheme as the implementation language as well. Such an interpreter

is metacircular, but given that in reality it compiles the source language into data

structures (albeit executable), it should more properly be called a metacircular com-

piler.

For expository reasons, the code that appears below is written in a concrete style,

with little data abstraction, and with no consistency checks. A production version

would be more abstract, but this abstraction would not only lengthen the code that

appears below, but would also obscure its workings. Note also that a full metacircular

compiler is too long to include here, but the following code segments should suggest

how the rest of the code works.

The top-level of the compiler is a simple syntactic dispatch:

(define (execute expr rtenv)
((compile expr) rtenv))

(define (compile expr)
(compile-expr expr (ct/initial)))

(define (compile-expr expr ctenv)
(cond ((pair? expr)

(case (car expr)
((LAMBDA)
(compile-lambda expr ctenv))

((IF)
(compile-if expr ctenv))

(else
(compile-combination expr ctenv))))

((symbol? expr)
(compile-variable expr ctenv))

(else
(compile-constant expr ctenv))))

ctenv is a compile-time model of the runtime environment. Except for the top-

level (or global) runtime environment. runtime environments grow by adding frames

created when interpreted procedures are invoked. A new frame binds the procedure's
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formal 1)aralneters to the actual arguments passed to the procedure. Runt ime envi-

ronments are captured into runtirne closures resulting from the execution of lambda

expressions. The compile-time environnment models the layout of the runtime envi-

ronment that will he manipulated by the translated code.

Soine examples of the code generators:

(define (compile-constant const ctenv)
ctenv ; ignored
(LAMBDA (rtenv)

;; rtenv ; ignored
const))

The value of a constant does not depend on the runt ime environment. The code

generated for a constant ignores the environment and returns the value of the cons-

tant.

(define (compile-variable var ctenv)
(ct/lookup ctenv var

(lambda (depth offset)
(if (not depth)

(compile-global-variable var ctenv)
(compile-lexical-lookup depth offset)))))

(define (compile-lexical-lookup depth offset)
(LAMBDA (rtenv)

(vector-ref (list-ref rtenv depth) offset)))

To compile a variable. we examine the coipile-time environment. If the variable

is present--i.e. it was introduced by a lambda expression in the current comlpilation

unit - the path in the compile-time environment determines the path in the runtine

environment: we generate code that extracts the value from the runtinie environment

bY following that path. The representation of runtinie environmnents (as lists of ye-

Iors) is fixed bY the compiler. which generates procedures that directly access their

cOnll polient s.

If the variable is not found in the coupile-time environmnt, it is assumed to cor-

respond to a variable bound in the top-level or global environment. The inanil)ulat ion

of the top-level envirominent is omitted since it is neither elucidating nor (ifficult.
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(define (compile-IF expr ctenv)
(let ((pred (compile-expr (cadr expr) ctenv))

(conseq (compile-expr (caddr expr) ctenv)))
(if (> (length expr) 3)

(let ((alt (compile-expr (cadddr expr) ctenv)))
(LAMBDA (rtenv)

(if (pred rtenv)
(conseq rtenv)

(alt rtenv))))
(LAMBDA (rtenv)

(if (pred rtenv)
(conseq rtenv))))))

To compile a conditional (if) expression, we compile the subexpressions and col-

lect them into a procedure. This procedure, at run time, will execute the predicate and

choose, according to its result ')etween the consequent and alternative (if present).

The metacircular compiler inherits from the underlying system the behavior of an

alternative-less if expression in which the predicate evaluates to false.

(define (compile-LAMBDA lam ctenv)
(let* ((params (cadr lam))

(body (compile-expr*
(cddr lam)

(ct/bind ctenv
(if (symbol? params)

(list params)
parares)))))

(let ((nparams (length params)))
(case nparams

((0)
(LAMBDA (rtenv)

(lambda 0)
(body (cons (vector) rtenv)))))

((1)
(LAMBDA (rtenv)

(lambda (arg)
(body (cons (vector arg) rtenv)))))

(else
(LAMBDA (rtenv)

(lambda args
(if (not (= (length args) nparams))

(runtime-error "wrong number of arguments" nparams)
(body (cons (list->vector args)

rtenv))))))))))
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This code generator for lambda expressions handles only lambda expressions with a

fixed number of bound variables. More complex parameter lists can be handled easily

with simple modifications. The procedure generated for a lambda expression captures

the environment of execution (the closing environment), and returns a procedure

that. when invoked, tacks a new environment frame containing the arguments to the

captured environment, and then executes the translation of the body of the lambda

expression in this new runtime environment.'

(define (compile-combination expr ctenv)
(let ((oprtr (compile-expr (car expr) ctenv)))

(case (leng.h expr)
((1)

(LAMBDA (rtenv)
((oprtr rtenv))))

((2)
(let ((oprndl (compile-expr (cadr expr) ctenv)))

(LAMBDA (rtenv)
((oprtr rtenv)
(oprndl rtenv)))))

(else
(let ((oprnds (map (lambda (op)

(compile-expr op ctenv))
(cdr expr))))

(LAMBDA (rtenv)
(apply (oprtr env)

(map (lambda (op)
(op rtenv))

oprnds))))))))

A combination consists of an operator and operands which must be executed.

and then the result of the operator is invoked on the results of the op)eran(ls. The

code generator for combinations compiles the operator and operands. and ret|urns

a l)rocedure. that. when invoked. invokes all of these comllpiled subexp)ressioiis. an(]

applies the result ofthe op)erator to the rest. Since tie invocat ion of tile value of the

operator is left to the underlying system. and the values of interp)reted procedlures are

'Thie ophim:(d hadblers neeld not clheck th,e minilhr (f argunments pa.ssed h'ecaaise lthey general.
proce(,ures oft lit, correct arit . and th, ,nderling Schieme sys.tei prnresiiahly takes care, of checking
lhe iinijilwr of' argtliiielits.
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valid procedures from the underlying system, there is no need to discriminate between

primitive, interpreted, and compiled procedures. They are all trivially inter-callable.

Although the code for the compiler is easy to follow, it already includes some

optimizations. It has special-case code for combinations with fewer than two operands.

and lambda expressions with fewer than two formal parameters-it is trivial to extend

these to larger numbers, so that the common cases are covered. It would be easy to

add improvements such as special-case code for predicates which are combinations

of the not operator, combinations whose operators are lambda expressions (e.g. the

expansions of let forms), faster access to variables at known lexical addresses, early

binding of global procedures, etc.

The correctness of such a compiler should be particularly simple to deduce. Deno-

tational semantics for languages typically involve a similar translation. The meaning

function is curried and takes, successively , an expression, an environment, a con-

tinuation, and a store.2 Our compiler is similarly curried, taking an expression, and

producing procedures that take concrete environment representations. corresponding

to the abstract environments manipulated by the semantics. In essence, our interpre-

ter consists of a denotational semantics interpreter with implicit continuations and

stores that it inherits from the implementation language. and whose environments

have been made concrete [11, 29, 58].

W\hat may not be obvious is how this code results in a threaded interpreter. Let's

revisit the code generated for if expressions:

(define (compile-IF expr ctenv)
(let ((pred (compile-expr (cadr expr) ctenv))

(conseq (compile-expr (caddr expr) ctenv)))
(if (> (length expr) 3)

(let ((alt (compile-expr (cadddr expr) ctenv)))
(LAMBDA (rtenv)

(if (pred rtenv)
(conseq rtenv)

111 '0l 1 continuation and store may not be necessary if the language being (lescribe(d (loes not have
toni rol-t ransfer operat ions. or niti at ion. resvect ively.
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(alt rtenv))))
(LAMBDA (rtenv)

(if (prod rtenv)
(conseq rtenv))))))

The result of the compilation of an if expression is a closure, a data structure with

an entry point and three data fields, containing three other closures (corresponding

to pred, conseq, and alt).

This entry point is shared by all such if expressions, and is the template code

sequence for if. It executes the if by first invoking (jumping to) the closure for the

predicate, and depending on the value computed by that closure, it will invoke either

of the other closures corresponding to the consequent or alternative subexpressions.

The machine code corresponding to the template is generated by the native-code

compiler when processing the bodies of the lambda expressions with an upper-case

LAMBDA while compiling compile-if.

4.3 Limitations of the Procedural Representation

As we have seen, we can obtain a threaded interpreter simply by writing a metacircular

compiler. Unlike a native threaded interpreter, extending or modifying the language

with this interpreter is considerably simpler and less error prone.

Nevertheless, an important reason for having an interpreter in a system that

already has a native-code compiler is to increase debugging ability. In addition to the

shortened edit-run cycle, one of the reasons that interpreted code can be debugged

well is that it is usually not, difficult, to map the state of a suspended computation

into the source forms that produced the state or are pending execution. Yet, if our

interpreter is written in the manner described above. this mapping from suspended

states to source code is not particularly simple: We need to map the state into the

source code of the interpreter by using whatever means our native-code compiler

provides, and then invert the metacircular compilation to regenerate the interpreted

code's source.
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If the compiled procedures used to implement the template code sequences are

opaque, we cannot do this conveniently, and we may not be able to debug our inter-

preted code easily, or at all.

The procedures that we are generating perfectly abstract the behavior of the orig-

inal expressions under evaluation, but if the procedures are opaque, they abstract it

too well. There is no other operation that we can reliably perform on our translated

expressions, except to evaluate them by invoking them on a suitable environment.

However, we want our expressions not only to be executable, but also to be in-

spectable, in order to facilitate debugging. Opaque procedures eliminate our ability

to do this.

As in previous scenarios, there are distasteful and fragile tricks that we might use

to solve this problem. For example, we can change the interface to our procedures

to maintain a dual representation. so that when given a recognizable argument. they

will return the source expression instead of executing it.

We can therefore, change our code uniformly, as suggested by the following exam-

ple:

(define (compile-IF expr ctenv)
(let ((pred (compile-expr (cadr expr) ctenv))

(conseq (compile-expr (caddr expr) ctenv)))
(if (> (length expr) 3)

(let ((alt (compile-expr (cadddr expr) ctenv)))
(LAMBDA (rtenv)

(if (eq? rtenv 'DISASSEMBLE)
"(if ,(pred rtenv)

,(conseq rtenv)
,(alt rtenv))

(if (pred rtenv)
(conseq rtenv)
(alt rtenv)))))

(LAMBDA (rtenv)
(if (eq? rtenv 'DISASSEMBLE)

'(if ,(pred rtenv)
,(conseq rtenv))

(if (pred rtenv)
(conseq rtenv)))))))
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U;nfortunately this obscures our code, and slows it down because of the tests at

every step.

Alternatively, we can keep a table of associations between these procedures and

the original expressions, which we can query as necessary. This is adequate in certain

circumstances, but new entries will have to be added to this table every time that a

procedure is created, which occurs when lambda expressions are executed. The cost

of evaluating lambda expressions grows noticeably in our attempt to keep the table

up to date, and, of course, the compiler must be peppered with extraneous code used

to maintain the table.

Some of these tricks are workable, but even if they impose no efficiency loss.

they are undesirable. A very important property of this technique for construct-

ing interpreters is that the code is so simple and directly matches the semantics.

Additional code, to enable us to invert our translation, would only clutter our inter-

preter/compiler, and should not be necessary.

4.4 Overcoming Opacity

As before, we can overcome the invertibility problem by using translucent proce-

dures. If the procedures used to represent and implement our interpreted code can

be decomposed, we can invert the translation and reconstruct the source.

To carry this out, in the code for the compiler. we can replace lambda with

tlambda in the lambda expressions that yield the procedures that our interpreter

manipulates.34 5

For example. compile-if becomes

(define (compile-IF expr ctenv)
(let ((pred (compile-expr (cadr expr) ctenv))

:1Precisely the tipper-case lambdas.
4 TScheine is not applicative-order, but this could be changed.
5'TScheine does not have variable-arity procedures. so the last clause of compile-lambda would

have to be rewritten in terms of tproc/make.
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(conseq (compile-expr (caddr expr) ctenv)))
(if (> (length expr) 3)

(let ((alt (compile-expr (cadddr expr) ctenv)))
(tlambda (rtenv)

(if (pred rtenv)
(conseq rtenv)
(alt rtenv))))

(tlambda (rtenv)
(if (pred rtenv)

(conseq rtenv))))))

Once this is done, besides using tproc/decompose directly. we can use our pro-

cedural pattern matcher to destructure the output of the compiler. For example. we

can easily determine whether a procedure corresponds to an if expression by using

the following predicate:

(define (compiled-IF-expression? expr)
(or (match? (tlambda (rtenv)

(if (#?PRED rtenv)
(#?CGOSEq rtenv)
(#?ALT rtenv)))

expr)
(match? (tlambda (rtenv)

(if (#?PRED rtenv)
(#?CONSEQ rtenv)))

expr)))

Similarly, we can reconstruct the source by using

(define (invert-compiled-IF expr ucenv)
(let ((decode

(lambda (result unk)
(invert (match/lookup result unk) ucenv))))

(cond ((match? (tlambda (rtenv)
(if (#?PRED rtenv)

(#?CONSEQ rtenv)
(#?ALT rtenv)))

expr)
=> (lambda (result)

"(IF ,(decode result #?PRED)
,(decode result #?CDNSEQ)
,(decode result #?ALT))))

((match? (tlambda (rtenv)
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(if (VPRED rtenv)
(#?CONSEQ rtenv)))

expr)

=> (lambda (result)
"(IF ,(decode result *?PRED)

,(decode result *?CONSEQ))))
(else
(error "invert-compiled-IF: Not an IF expression"

expr)))))

Note the correspondence between the code generated by compile-if, and the

patterns in invert-compiled-if. If a new template is introduced for IF expressions

in compile-if, invert-compiled-if may have to be extended in a similar manner

to allow the reconstruction of the source code for the newly generated templates.

As in the case of byte-coded interpreters, the ability to reconstruct expressions into

the original source depends on how the expressions are compiled. For example, we

can compile or forms using the native-code compiler's or keyword. or we can macro-

expand them into expressions using let, if, and lambda, and compile the result.

The second choice makes the translations of or expressions and the corresponding

expansions indistinguishable, so our inverter will be unable to invert them properly.

(define (compile-OR expr ctenv)

(if (null? (cddr expr))
(compile-expr (cadr expr) ctenv)
(let ((pred (compile-expr (cadr expr) ctenv))

(rest (compile-OR '(OR ,C(cddr expr)) ctenv)))
(tlambda (rtenv)

(or (pred rtenv)
(rest rtenv))))))

(define (compile-OR expr ctenv)
(define (macro-expand-OR expr)

(if (null? (cdr expr))
(car expr)
"(let ((pred ,(car expr))

(rest (lambda ()
,(macro-expand-OR (cdr expr)))))

(if pred
pred
(rest)))))
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(compile-expr (macro-expand-OR (cdr expr))
ctenv))

An additional problem with respect to invertibility is the following: The generated

code does not need the names of lambda-bound variables in the code being translated.

The variable names have been translated into code sequences that directly implement

the lexical address lookup for the variables, and names are only necessary (if at all)

for variables not visible in the compile time environment.6 Hence our inverter will not

be able to recover the names and may have to generate them. A production version

of the metacircular compiler should try to keep these names in order to better invert

code.

Invertibility is not only useful for debugging, but also to simplify implementations.

The interpreter/compiler that we show is somewhat incestuous, since it interprets and

is written in Scheme; the whole approach is predicated on the prior existence of a

native-code compiler to bootstrap and accelerate the code.

Consider instead the possibility of implementing a different language using the

same techniques. We may want to provide both an interpreter and compiler for the

new language. In order to use the pre-existing Scheme native code compiler, we can

consider source-to-source translation as the basis of our implementation. We can

implement a source-level translator from our new language to Scheme. and then use

either the Scheme interpreter, or the Scheme compiler to execute the code. Although

this produces a working implementation, we are better off using a compiler that.

directly produces procedures such as those presented above. The resulting interpreted

code is faster, since it directly manipulates the runtime data structures of our new

language, instead of Scheme environments emulating the manipulation of these data

structures. The ability to extract Scheme code from our resulting procedures (by

using tproc/decompose) allows us to use the Scheme native code compiler to gain

6 Translating variable references to lexical addresses is analogous to using variable-free de Bruijn
notation for the A-calculus [7, 10].
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performance, while concentrating all the knowledge about the semantics of our new

language in the translator to procedures.

4.5 Summary

Using closures (procedures) to implement interpreters leads to clearly written and

efficient interpreters, where the meaning of an expression or statement has been cap-

tured precisely by the procedure that implements it. However, an important property

of interpreters is that the code executed can be easily mapped to the source code.

Ordinary procedures make this task difficult because of their opacity. Translucent

procedures allow the inspection necessary to perform this mapping, while keeping the

elegant code for the interpreter unchanged.



Chapter 5

Constructive Non-elementary

Functions

The final scenario that we will explore is the construction of non-elementary mathe-

matical functions, which can be represented naturally and easily with procedures.

Non-elementary (e.g. transcendental) functions can be constructed from defini-

tional properties by using procedural composition. In this chapter we will see how

this can be done and why opaque procedures preclude the efficient execution func-

tions constructed in this way. Translucent procedures allow us to invert the resulting

combination into expressions that can be optimized and compiled.

5.1 Constructing functions from their Defining

Properties

Gerald Roylance shows [52] how many standard mathematical functions can be con-

structed from their defining properties, instead of specified as a sequence of obscure

arithmetic computations. Constructing mathematical subroutines-rather than just

providing them-is very powerful: different applications may need different basis

functions for expansion, higher precision, or use a different, numeric representation.

81
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Furthermore, constructed routines are not subject to coefficient transcription errors.

and are portable to systems with different floating-point characteristics.

The essence of Roylance's method is to use the mathematical properties of a

function to produce an implicit exact representation of it. The representation is

then truncated, and the values involved are perturbed (using standard numerical

analysis techniques) yielding an efficient implementation for the desired numerical

representation and accuracy. All of these steps are described by programs, rather

than carried out by hand.

For example, analytic functions can be described in terms of their Taylor series.

which can be exactly represented, although implicitly, by a function that generates

successive coefficients. The series can be truncated at a point where the error is

acceptable for the desired level of accuracy, and Chebyshev economization [13] can

be employed on the resulting finite polynomial to obtain a new one that can be used to

compute more efficiently. This operation has traditionally been carrid out by hand,

producing a table of coefficients that are then explicitly coded into the subroutines

that implement floating-point transcendental functions. Because of the possibility

of error in this computation, these coefficients are often collected in mathematical

handbooks. but transcription errors are not unknown.

Once given a list of coefficients, in order of ascending degree, it is simple to

construct a procedure that will compute the desired approximation by using Horner's

rule [39. 1] for evaluating polynomials:

(define (coeffs->fcn coeffs)
(let ((descending (reverse coeffs)))

(lambda (x)
(coeffs-eval descending x))))

(define (coeffs-eval coeffs x)
(let loop ((val 0) (coeffs coeffs))

(if (null? coeffs)
val
(loop (+ (car coeffs)

(* x val))
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(cdr coeffs)))))

A sine routine that operates on the interval [0. .] might be constructed as follows:

(define sine-half
(coeffs->fcn
(let ((eps 1.e-16))

(chebyshev-economizat ion-scaled
(/ pi 2)
(truncated-series-eps sine-term

sine-mono
eps
(/ pi 2))

eps
(* eps 10)))))

5.2 Construction by Abstraction and Composi-

tion

There are several inefficiencies in the code presented above that. makes this method

compare unfavorably with traditional techniques:

"* There is overhead in traversing the list holding the coefficients. A large part

of the run time of coeffs-eval is due to traversing the coefficient list. even

though any given function generated by coeffs->fcn has a constant list.

"* The floating-point register and pipeline are likely to be under-utilized because

of the rolld loop in coeffs-eval. For any given function generated by coeffs-

->fcn. there is an optimal unrolling of the loop in coeffs-eval that exposes

all of the temporaries and operations to a register allocator and instruction

scheduler, but coeffs-eval is only unrolled a particular number of times, if at

all.

"* As seen below, coefficients may end up being zero or one. yet coeffs-eval will

blindly add zero and multiply by one.
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9 There is no redundant subexpression elimination in the resulting code. \\When

the computation is fully unrolled, and the coefficients examined, there might

be redundant common subexpressions that would save floating-point operations

and registers if they were properly removed.

For example, sine-half constructed above might correspond to the same arith-

metic operations as

(lambda (x)
(+ 0

x
(4 .9999999999999992

x
(+ 0

x

(÷ -. 16666666666664778

x
(+ 0

x
(+ 8.333333333226133e-3

(* x ...

but the additions of zero will be carried out, and the common subexpression (* x

x)-due to the function being odd-will be evaluated many times, rather than just

once. Overall, half of the floating-point operations and all the list destructuring are

avoided by a traditional definition.

We can eliminate some of these sources of inefficiency by using a more procedural

approach, reminiscent of the metacircular compiler. We can rewrite coeffs->fcn in

the following way:

(define (coeffs->fcn coeffs)
(if (null? coeffs)

(const->fcn 0)
(+fcn (const->fcn (car coeffs))

(*fcn identity
(coeffs->fcn (cdr coeffs))))))

(define (const->fcn c)
(LAMBDA (x)
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c))

(define identity
(LAMBDA (x)

x))

(define (+fcn f g)
(LAMBDA (x)
(+ (f x)

(g x))))

(define (*fcn f g)
(LAMBDA (x)

(* (f x)
(g x))))

This eliminates the runtime conditionals that determine the structure of the list.

and we can easily implement some optimizations to avoid multiplying by one, or

adding zero. For example, we can use the following code instead:

(define (coeffs->fcn coeffs)
(if (null? coeffs)

(const->fcn 0)
(term (car coeffs)

(coeffs->fcn (cdr coeffs)))))

(define (term val rest)
(if (zero? val)

(LAMBDA (x)
(* x (rest x)))

(LAMBDA (x)
(+ val

(* x (rest x))))))

5.3 Closures are not Good Enough

Unfortunately, neither of the prior versions that compose procedures provides a real

improvement in efficiency with respect. to the original version that traversed the list

of coefficients every time that the resulting function was invoked. We have replaced

traversing the list of coefficients in a tight loop with traversing a computed call graph
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at run time. Furthermore, even though we can eliminate some of the more glaring

inefficiencies, we cannot use the power and convenience of a full-fledged algebraic

simplifier that is likvly to do a much better job. since it need not restrict itself to

local optimization.

Alternatively, we can proceed by generating not procedures. but lambda expres-

sions to be handed to a compiler or eval. We could even invoke an algebraic simplifier

on the resulting expression before handing it to our compiler or evaluator. However,

shifting to the domain of expressions complicates the problem because of additional

extraneous details including the names of the bound variables and operations. and

the generation of syntactically correct code. In addition, unless we use a native-code

compiler, the result may well be slower than the version provided above. Finally,

invoking a native-code compiler for functions generated and discarded quickly is not

attractive-The cost of the compilation may not be amortized over the number of

calls to the result.

A partial evaluator [19] can alleviate some of our problems-we can specialize

our polynomial evaluator for each of the common non-elementary functions (sine,

exponential, bessel. etc.). Yet, although partial evaluation reduces the overhead of

traversing lists or closures, it does not. by itself. give us a way to insert an algebraic

simplifier or a redundant subexpression eliminator into the picture. One further dis-

advantage of partial evaluators is that they are not well suited for dynamic generation

of functions. Not only must the code for the partial evaluator be present in our run-

ning system. but they also require an evaluator or compiler to process the result.

which must be resident as well.

Ultimately. the procedural representation has advantages. The generation is quick

even if the result is not very fast. If the result is going to be used only a few times.

or infrequently, the code above is probably adequate. However, it is not acceptable

for common routines, such as sin, exp. or sqrt.

One might be tempted to have two versions of the code. One for dynamic gen-
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eration of functions that will be used infrequently, the other for those that will be

used more frequently, perhaps by using macros or other source transformation. This

duplication is obviously undesirable.

Although we can improve the procedural representation by using tricks such as

the one used earlier, this becomes progressively more difficult. Our optimizer should

not be interleaved with our constructor because it makes both tasks more error prone.

Our constructor should always generate correct-even if slow-procedures, and we

should have the ability to optimize them when and if it is convenient. However, this

is difficult if our language only provides opaque procedures, unless we resort to tricks

similar to those considered when discussing the equation solver.

5.4 Having Our Cake and Eating It Too

As in the case of the equation solver, translucent procedures allow us to construct our

functions by using composition, but also to take the result apart, not only to discrim-

inate between alternatives, but to optimize the result. If we write our combinators

using tlambda instead of lambda, then we can insr, ct the result. For example. *fcn

would be written as follows.

(define (*fcn f g)
(tlambda (x)

(* (f x)
(g x))))

tTsing the procedural matcher, we can write an optimizer, but this is not the best

solution. Expressions are easier to manipulate, and can then be given to a native

code compiler. Translucent procedures allow us to convert between procedures and

expressions by using procedures similar to fcn->expression:

(define (fcn->expression fcn var)
(define (inner fcn)

(cond ((match? (tlambda (x) (+ #?CONST (* x (#?NEXT x))))
fcn)

=> (lambda (result)
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" (÷ ,(match/lookup result #?CONST)
(* ,var

,(inner (match/lookup result #?NEXT))))))
((match? (tlambda (x) (* x (#?NEXT x)))

f cn)
=> (lambda (result)

'(* ,var ,(inner (match/lookup result #?NEXT)))))
((match? (tlambda (x) #?CONST)

fcn)
=> (lambda (result)

(match/lookup result #?CONST)))
(else
(error "fcn->expression: Unknown pattern" fcn))))

(inner fcn))

Now

(fcn->expressLn (coeffs->fcn '(1 0 1 0 1)) 'y)

returns the list

(+ 1 (* y (+ 0 (* y (+ 1 (* y (+ 0 (* y (+1 0)))))))))

which can be processed by an algebraic simplifier, or a common subexpression elimi-

nator. and then given to a native code compiler:

(define (optimize-function p)
(compile-lambda

'(lambda (y)
,(simplify (fcn->expression p 'y)))))

5.5 Summary

Mathematical functions can be constructed easily from definitional properties by pro-

cedure composition and abstraction. However, the result is not as efficient as a hand-

coded version. In order to obtain the same efficiency from our generated versions as

from those obtained by traditional methods, we need to be able to convert the results

into alternate representations, better suited for simplification and compilation.

Different operations are often performed best by using different data represen-

tations. Large programs frequently convert, their data, from one representation to
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another, in order to better operate on it. Such programs cannot use opaque proce-

dures to represent data, because there is no way to then transform them into alternate

representations, better suited to other tasks.

Translucent procedures overcome this problem. Procedures are a good represen-

tation for those parts of a computation in which data captures a behavior, and where

it is the execution and composition of this behavior that matters. Unlike opaque

procedures, translucent procedures additionally allow the translation to different rep-

resentations when different properties of the data become important.
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Chapter 6

Semantic Concerns

In preceding chapters, we have used a language in which procedures can not only

be invoked, but also operated upon by unusual new primitives. We must consider

implications translucent procedures have for the semantics of programs.

6.1 A Trivial Semantics for Translucent Proce-

dures

It is an easy task to write a denotational semantics [58, 29] for a Lisp-like language

with operations such as tproc/make and tproc/decompose.

Procedures in Lisp-like languages are represented by functions in their semantics.1

The meaning of a procedure call. or invocation of a procedure to arguments. is the

value of the function denoted by the operator at the denotations of the arguments.

with an appropriate continuation and store.

In the absence of variable assignment. tproc/make implies no additional com-

plexity. Its two arguments are the explicit representation of a lambda expression,

and the explicit representation of an environment, say as an association list pairing

'In the formal semantics for Scheme. procedures are represented as a pair of a location and a
function in order to support eq? and eqv? on procedures.

91
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symbols with objects. The meaning of a call to tproc/make, if the arguments are

of appropriate types, is simply the same as the meaning of the evaluation of the

internal representation of its first argument in the environment represented by the

second argument. Besides introducing conversion functions to map between external

representation of expressions and environments and the internal ones no other change

is required in the semantics.

Adding tproc/decompose is somewhat more complicated, but hardly difficult.

The simplest way to add this operation to our formal semantics is to change the rep-

resentation of compound procedures (not primitives). Compound Procedures can now

be represented as triples containing an expression, an environment, and the function

we would have used otherwise. The expression is the lambda expression whose evalu-

ation resulted in the procedure. This evaluation may have been implicit, or explicitly

requested through the use of tproc/make. The environment is the environment func-

tion where the lambda expression was evaluated. Procedure invocation ignores the

expression and environment components of the triple, and uses the function in the

same way as in the unextended semantics.

We only need to describe tproc/decompose itself. tproc/decompose returns an

expression and an environment, as a pair, or as two separate values. In the simplest.

implementation, it merely extracts the expression and environment components from

the representation of its argument, maps them to their external representation. and

returns them.

The expression component is transformed into ordinary data structures by a simple

recursive walk.

Mapping the environment function into a data structure is a little more compli-

cated. The environment function maps each identifier, typically from a countable

infinite set, to a value, and we cannot directly represent such an infinite data struc-

ture. However. most, of the identifiers map to (ndefiicd, an undefined value. and

the only identifiers that matter are those that are referenced freely by the expression.
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It is straightforward to compute the free variables of a finite expression, map them to

values using the environment function. and collect only those in tile data structure.

6.2 Transparency Reveals Too Much

A semantics modified as outlined above, and fully specified in appendix B fulfills our

contract, but is unsatisfactory because it is too concrete.

The purpose of a formal semantics is not only to define a language without refer-

ence to a particular implementation. but also to provide a formal framework for proofs

about the effects and equivalncef of programs. This issue is not only of theoretical

significance- A large part of the work of a compiler, particularly for higher-order lan-

guages, is to rephrase programs. or pieces of programs, into equivalent, more efficient

versions.

Unfortunately. the very simple modification that we have introduced has pro-

found consequences. Programs that formerly had the same meaning-perhaps even

provably so-may cease to be equivalent because the actual expressions captured in

the procedures differ. This affects not only programs that use the new features. but

all programs-the change in procedure representation is pervasive! Of course, we

call have two different proof systems (and semantics). one for programs that use the

newly introduced features and one for those that do not. but this is undesirable. Pro-

gram fragments. examined in isolation. would almost invariably have to be examined

through the lens of the richer (and tighter) semantics.

Happily. the situation is not as bad as it might appear at first. Even if the ex-

pressions (and environments) captured by procedures make two procedures distinct.

if we can prove that their meaning under invocation is identical. that is. that their

function components are equal-we can still substitute one for the other when in-

voked, or decide that the values returned from such invocations are the same. This

is a common occurrence. since first-order code can be analyzed with the unmodified
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semantics.

However, we can ameliorate the problem in the semantics. The problem is that

the original expression and environment that resulted in a procedure are too specific.

although they clearly satisfy the specification. The ,bility to obtain the original

expression not only complicates analysis. and prevents our compiler from optimizing

some code, but it is not quite what we want or need. If the main purpose of this ability

is to be able to compare the representations of procedures for equivalence of meaning.

or to deduce what various components must be in order to make the meaning the

same, then this ability is getting in our way, since the expressions that our semantics

makes available have now become part of the meaning of our programs.

6.3 Translucency Reveals What We Can Use

We want to obscure some of the detail of the representation (and history) of our

procedures, without giving up fully, making them opaque. or preventing the creation

of tools such as the pattern matcher. 2

Our real requirement is that tproc/decompose must return an expression and

environment, that, when given to tproc/make. will construct a procedure that will

behave as the original. In other words. if we refer to the composition of tproc/make

and tproc/decompose by the name tproc/id we want the following identity to hold

EJE]p = EI(tproc/id E)]p

whenever IsProcedurE?($LElp) is true.

Our initial implementation satisfies this trivially, by. making tproc/make and

tproc/decompose simple inverse representation changes. However, the trivial solu-

tion is neither interesting, nor, as we have discussed. desirable.

How do we solve this problem? If we do not want our new features to interfere

with our ability to decide when two programs are the same. we can define our new

2 1t. is this partial opacity that makes these procedures translucent, rather than transparent.
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operations taking our equividence predicate into account. We can partly obscure the

expression and environment that form part of our procedures so that our semantics

no longer distinguishes among the programs that we desire to be equivalent.

Rather than simply collecting the expression and environment into a procedure

when evaluating a lambda expression, or invoking tproc/make on their external rep-

resentations, we apply a canonicalization function to the representation of tile expres-

sion and environment. This canonicalization function must be invariant under our

equality predicate. and the resulting procedure contains the canonicalized representa-

tions. which tproc/decompose can extract. Since the meaning of these alternatives is

the same once more, any theorems that we might prove using our equality predicate in

the unextended semantics, are still valid. Similarly we may perform any substitutions

that we can derive from our equality predicate, since the canonicalization function

prevents us from distinguishing among the alternatives in the extended semantics.

This agenda presumes the existence of a (computable) canonicalization function

for program representations. a question that we must address. The remainder of this

chapter is an informal proof that such functions always exist.

6.4 Preliminary Concepts

Fix a finite set of distinguishable simple primitive procedures such as cons. +, etc.

By simple we mean that they do not manipulate procedures or environments, nor do

they create infinite 3 or cyclic values.

In the following discussion, we need the following concepts:

9 The support of an environment is the set of identifiers that are not mapped to

Und.fin~d. ('onsequently. an environment has finitf support if it maps all but

a finite number of identifiers to Und~fincd.

"'Infinite" is used informally here. not as defined below.
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" An environment is a bas( t'irowmtnt if it has finite support and maps iden-

tifiers only to Und~fined or to opaque, distinguishable primitive procedures.

A base environment models the initial environment where whole programs are

evaluated and contains a finite number of bindings for primitives procedures

such as +. cons. and tproc/make. The empty environiment. nmapping all iden-

tifiers to U"d fiiu d. is a base environnient.

"* An expressible value is a finid( vahli if it is not I and is the meaning of some

finite expression in sonie base environment. A finite value is the result of some

finite computation.

"• An environment is a finite fnvirownu t if it has finite support and only binds

identifiers to (nd dfine d or finite values.

Lemma 6.1 Th( value of a finitt txprtsssion in a finit cnvironment is I or a finite

ahine.

Proof: A finite environment p binds a finite number of identifiers to a finite number

of finite values. Each such value, by definition, can be represented as a pair of a finite

expression and a base environment.

Therefore there exist a positive integer n. n identifiers (Id, - Id,j). n finite ex-

pressions (El - E, ). and n base environments (p, - p, ). with ,Q CE,Ijp, #2-. such that

p = ,\ I. (I= Id) 4 $E 1Jjpl.
(I=Id 2 ) - $IE 21p 2.

(I = Idj) F £[[E,]p,,.
U'nde.fined

Witlhout !oss of gencrality the pi bind distinct identifiers. Let p' be the uanion of

all these environments. i.e. the function whose support is the union of the supports

of the pi. and that maps each identifier in its supl)ort to the unique non-(nde.fined
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value that some p, maps it to. Clearly p' is a base environment. since its support is

the finite union of finitc sets.

Now, for any finite expression E, let v be defined as follows.

1= $ Elp = £-((1ambda (Idl Id 2 ... Idn) E) El E2 ... En)Ip'

But t' is either I . or. clearly, the value of a finite expression in a base environment.

i.e. a finite value.

Lemma 6.2 Lfmina 6.2: Finite i'alu~s and finite f fnironments are finittly rfpri-

s ntabk.

Proof: Consider the finite alphabet from which expressions are constructed. Ex-

tend it by adding a new symbol for each primitive in our finite fixed set (e.g. #+ for

+. #CAR for car. etc.), as well as a few punctuation symbols (e.g. <,>,=).

"* Base environments are finitely representable as the punctuated concatenat ion of

the finite number of identifiers in their support followed by the unique symbols

corresponding to the primitives.

E.g. p - <FOO=#CAR,BAR="+>

"* Finite values are finitely representable as the punctuated concatenation of the

finite expression and the base environment.

E.g. 3 , <(lambda (x) (+ x 3)),<+=#+>>.

"* Finite environments are finitely representable as the punctuated concatenation

of the finite number of identifiers in their support followed by finite representa-

tions of the values.

E. g. p,- <FOO=<(lambda (x) (+ x 3)),<+=*+>>,BAR=<(lambda (y) (- y 7)),<-=#->>.

This representation is clearly not unique: Not only can the bindings in an envi-

ronment be reordered, but the pair of expression and environment for finite values is

not unique either.
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Lemma 6.2 only shows that finite representations exist. A semantics can compute

such finite representations by extending all expressible values to carry their repre-

sentations. using the rewrite that, appears in the proof of lemma 6.1 in its operation.

However, this particular representation is expensive to compute, and not terribly use-

ful. In addition, on languages with locations, the locations provide simpler ways to

represent finite values.

6.5 Computable Canonicalization Functions

XWe can now tackle equality of program representations. A program representation

consists of the representation of an expression and the representation of an envi-

ronment. An equality predicate on program representations is simply any reflexive.

symmetric. and transitive relation on such pairs. However, it is more convenient to

view such relations as their characteristic functions: that is, as boolean functions (true

if related, false if not) of four arguments. We can say that an equality predicate is

compatible with a semantics if the predicate considers two programs equivalent only

when their meanings are identical.

In other words. an equality predicate Eqv is compatible with a semantic function

S if the following holds for representations El, E2, Rhoi. and Rho 2.

Eqt,(E,. Rho,, E2 .RhO2 ) = £[i,]pI = $4•2jP2

where (l. pl. (2. and p2 are the expressions and environments being represented by

El. E2 . Rho,. and Rho 2 respectively.

Of course. this is equivalent to

Sk( iJPi 5# 'ý& -'q(iRo 2 , Rho 2 )

To claim that our (.rI ndrd semantics, with semantic function S, is not a serious

perturbabion of our uim.rtfndtd semantics. with semantic function L,,. we would like

the following to 1101d:
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E~JEiIPI = EuI(21P2 =:'E[CI' ==d &-jfr21P 2  (6.1)

Where p, and p' are the environments corresponding to pi and P2 but defined on

the domains of our extended semantic function Ce.

Thus we want to use an equality predicate that is compatible with our unextended

semantic function £E. Ideally, we would like to use the following equality predicate:

Eqv * (El, Rho,, E2 ,PRho2 ) ef (•uI[Elpl --= £SjE2 jp2 ) (6.2)

But this predicate is, of course, undecidable, and no compiler or mechanical de-

duction system will be able to implement it.

Thus we cannot really satisfy condition 6.1. but we can come close. Since our ideal

goal, Eqv*. defined in equation 6.2, is undecidable, mechanical program analysis and

manipulation tools cannot use it and must approximate it.

It is reasonable, therefore, to restrict ourselves to the set of decidabif. equality

predicates compatible with our unextended semantics, and also to finite expressions

and finite environments, which, by lemma 6.2. are finitely representable. The set of

decidable equality predicates compatible with our semantics on finite expressions and

environments is clearly not empty. The trivial equality predicate Eqvo

Eqvo(E1, Rho1,. E2. Rh0 2 ) def ((E --* E2 ) A(Rhol R Rho 2 ))

where - means identity of the representations (e.g. string equality), is both decidable,

and clearly compatible with our unextended semantics.

Other examples of acceptable equality predicates are equality modulo 0-conversion

(arbitrary. consistent renaming of bound variables), and equality after finite unfold-

ment.4

Of course., sharper decidable equality predicates for our unextended semantics will

lead to better approximations of condition 6.1.

"To make the predicate reflexive, we still need to check for identity.
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Given any equality predicate, we can consider tile set of its canonicalization func-

tions. A function from programs (pairs of representations of expressions and envi-

ronments) to programs is a canonicalization function if it maps every member of an

equivalence class in our predicate to a unique program in the class. An equality pred-

icate partitions the set of programs into equivalence classes, and a canonicalization

function chooses a representative from the class. In other words. Can is a canon-

icalization function for Eqt, if and only if it is defined on every program. and tile

following two implications hold:

Can(E1 ,Rho,) = (E2 ,Rho 2 ) • Eqv(El,Rho,, E2, Rho2 )

Eqv(EI.Rho,. E2 .Rho2) • Can(El,Rhol) Can(E2.Rho 2 )

for all El. E2 representations of expressions, and Rho,, Rho 2 representations of envi-

ronments, and where - is identity of the representations (e.g. string equality).

Lemma 6.3 For every decidable equality predicate compatibli with our sernantics.

there exists at least one computable canonicalization function.

The proof is straightforward: Given a program, finitely represented as a string in

some fixed alphabet, we can generate all strings of the same or smaller length. remove

those that are syntactically invalid, sort them from shorter to longer, and within the

same length lexicographically, and compare each one to our original program using

our equality predicate. The first in the sequence found to be equivalent is our answer.

Since the predicate is reflexive, and the program itself is in the sequence. there is

always at least one program equivalent to the input in the set considered. The

algorithm terminates because our predicate is decidable and we only have a finite

number of strings to test. The algorithm is a canonicalization program because given

any two equivalent programs. the sequence of strings examined foi one of them is an

initial prefix (perhaps identical) of the sequence of strings examine.d for tile other.

and the transitivity of the equality predicate guarantees that both will find the same

first equivalent string.
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6.6 Summary

We show that decidable equality predicates compatible with our unextended seman-

tics always exist, and that each decidable equality predicate has at least one com-

putable canonicalization function.

We can use such a predicate and function in our extended semantics to partly

obscure the representation and history of procedures. In the extended semantics.

the expression and environment components of a procedure are canonicalized. and

tproc/decompose produces the external representation of these obscured values.

Compilers and other mechanical program analyzers can now equate procedures

whose denotations are the same, and this predicate is, by restriction, decidable and

compatible with the original semantics. As desired, compilers and other tools can

optimize (rephrase) programs as long as the result is compatible with the equality

predicate.

While the language definition can fix (for all time) such an equality predicate and

canonicalization function, this is unnecessary, and prevents improvements in program

proof technology from being included in compilers and other such tools. Alternatively,

the predicate and canonical function can remain unspecified, but restricted as outlined

above. The compiler writer then has a free hand, but it is desirable, under these

circumstances, that tools such as the pattern matcher use an equality predicate that

subsumes what the compiler uses.

Clearly, in a real system, expressions and environments need not be canonicalized

when assembled into procedure objects, but can be canonicalized when extracted by

tproc/decompose. Furthermore, the canonicalization function can be implemented

within the language, since it is computable, and tproc/decompose can merely use it

on the result of a sub-primitic that returns the original expression and environment

just like our original version of tproc/decompose.

In fact, the canonicalization need never be performed at all. It is more useful

to provide the equality predicate as a primitive. The canonicalization function is
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really just a trick to make our semantics determinate. restoring the freedom to our

mechanical analysis tools that the reification of procedures apparently withdrew.



Chapter 7

Efficiency concerns

When considering a feature for inclusion in a programming language one must exam-

ine it under different perspectives. The most common criteria are:

"* Expressive power

"* Semantic cleanliness

"* Efficiency

When translucent procedures are added to a language. certain programs can be

constructed in a manner that is clear, elegant, and effective. If these same programs

are written without the benefit of the aforementioned extensions to the base language.,

the resulting construction process is more difficult and obfuscated. In the immediately

preceding chapter we argue that the addition of translucent procedures does not

unduly complicate the semantics of a language; in particular, our ability to write

program analysis programs. such as compilers, is not diminished, because we can

restrict ourselves to decidable algorithms, which are the best our mechanical tools

will ever be able to use. Thus, the only concern remaining is the question of efficiency.

The efficiency question can be divided into three different components:

1. The cost to programs that use the new feature.

103
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2. The effect of the existence of the new feature on the efficiency of programs that

do not use it.

3. The effect of the existence of the new feature on the complexity of implemen-

tations of the language.

All of these aspects are important. If a feature is very expensive on its own, pro-

grammers will avoid it, and adding it to the language will not be very profitable. If the

mere existence of a feature significantly penalizes most other programs, its addition

should be questioned. Although programming languages should be viewed fundamen-

tally as formal languages for the communication of how to information (rather than

what is, as mathematics), machine execution should not be dismissed. Machines can

be used not only to accomplish a task, but to test programs on a well-chosen finite

number of inputs to confirm correctness, or, more exactly, to reject incorrectness. A

severe efficiency penalty makes either of these possibilities less practical, and pro-

grammers often opt for a more efficient, even if less expressive, language. Finally, if

the addition of a feature complicates the task of implementing the language to the

point where it becomes effectively unimplementable, or very difficult to implement,

implementations will be rare, and due to the complexity, probably both error-prone

and inefficient, thus preventing the actual use of the language.

Let us address question three first. The cost of translucent procedures in terms

of implementation complexity depends on implementation technique. For simple in-

terpreters, the cost is very low. tproc/decompos,• (or the sub-primitive on which it

is based) merely needs to return a representation of the lambda expression that re-

sulted in a procedure, and a representation of the environment. Interpreters usually

maintain environments in very regular ways, and it should be easy to perform the

translation. Furthermore, it does not matter whether the interpreter directly executes

the original expression, or it executes the expression translated to a different language

(e.g. byte code). Byte codes can be made invertible, and the function mapping source

programs to byte code programs need not be a bijection. After all, the expression
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and environment returned by tproc/decompose need not be the original, merely ones

that provably have the same behavior.

As the implementation introduces more and more optimizations-or alternatively.

translates the code into native machine language-the executed instructions become

difficult to invert into source expressions; we reach a point when it is advantageous

to keep the original expression (perhaps at some stage of its translation). and as-

sociate it with the object code, so that it can be recovered by tproc/decompose.

This is a limited subset of the features necessary to write a source-level debug-

ger. tproc/decompose only requires that any procedure that may be passed to

tproc/decompose must have such information associated with it. We do not need

to match arbitrary program states with the original source. a much harder task that

source-level debuggers attempt. In addition, only those environments already cap-

tured in procedures need to be translated into external data structures, not arbitrary

environments. Thus, the task of finding the relevant variables is simpler than in the

general case of source-level debugging. In order to implement tproc/decompose. the

compiler only needs to preserve the information describing the format of environments

captured in closures.

We can conclude that the additional complexity required for the implementation

of the feature is inexistent for simple implementations, and much smaller than what is

required to provide source-level debugging for arbitrary optimizing implementations.

The cost in efficiency to programs that do not use these features is negligible if

not zero. The ability to extract expressions and environments from procedures can

be implemented with the same mechanisms used to support source-level debugging.

The compiler produces object code and debugging information mapping object code

locations to source expressions, and suspended states to formal environments. Since

we only require this ability of procedures that may be passed to tproc/decompose,

whose environments must be suspended and collected into the procedure object at

run time-and not arbitrary suspended states-the difficulties inherent in inverting
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arbitrary program states do not appear. In other words, inverting the code is not hard.

it just means that the compiler must associate each procedure code location with an

expression. Inverting the environment is not difficult either, since the implementation

must already collect the environment into a single object (the procedure object) at

run time.

As is generally the case, the debugging information need not be in core during

execution. It can remain in the files containing object code, and be loaded only on

demand. Programs that do not use these features will not be affected.'

Finally we can discuss the direct cost of using our operations on translucent pro-

cedures. tproc/make is a restricted evaluator. It is given a representation of a

lambda expression. and a representation of an environment, and returns a proce-

dure corresponding to evaluation of the lambda expression in the environment. This

evaluator can be as uncomplicated as a simple interpreter, or as complicated as a

highly-optimizing compiler. Thus the cost of tproc/make can vary, with implemen-

tations being able to choose between making tproc/make itself fast. or making the

resulting procedure fast. Of course, ideally, the user/programmer should be able to

make the trade-off. rather than the implementor. This can be accomplished by mak-

ing the native code compiler(s) available to the user/programmer as a transformation

between translucent procedures:

(compile-procedure (tproc/make (cxpr) (cnv))) -- (tproc)

tproc/decompose is not inherently slow. Even if the debugging information is

maintained out of core, it can be cached after its first use. and collecting the relevant

parts of the environment should be a linear process on the size of the environment.

Of course. our canonicalization function and equality predicate may be arbitrarily

expensive, even though computable. This does not argue for their elimination, inerely

'If the implementation does code-generation and constant-folding at run time. the debugging
information will have to be generated on the fly as well, increasing the cost of these operations.
However, such debugging information can simply consist of the original expression and the values
substituted.
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for making their use explicit so that programmers can choose whether to use cheaper.

more-specific. alternatives, or the general method.
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Chapter 8

Related and Further Work

8.1 Related Work

8.1.1 Reflection and Reification

The work presented in this report is most closely related to earlier work on re-

flection and reification in programming languages and systems [54. 53. 8, 24, 62].

tproc/decompose and tproc/make are reifying and reflection primitives, respectively.

in the terminology used in [24]. However, the focus of this work differs significantly

from that of prior work on reflection.

In most of the reflection literature, the goal is to provide a mechanism for met-

alinguistic abstraction, that is, the ability to extend a programming language within

the language itself. This is accomplished by exposing (reifying) components of the

internal state of the execution engine. In the present work, arbitrary program states

cannot be manipulated; We only manipulate the structure of procedures, and in

limited ways. The goal is not metalinguistic abstraction-the extensions are pre-

chosen-but to explore the consequences of violating the opacity of procedures for

practical programs. In short. this work. considers a very limited form of reflection.

used to extend the range of situations where procedures are a natural and desirable

109
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representation for objects; it is an instance of putting limited reflection to practical

use.

In spite of the difference in focus, there are similarities between earlier work on re-

flection, and the present work. Like most Lisp-based work on reflection ([81 excepted),

the proposed reification operations provide access to expressions and environments.

However, in our case. access is not possible at arbitrary points in the execution of a

program, but only from closures, objects that presumably have the expression and

environment suspended in non-reified form. Limiting reification to structures that the

system must already explicitly represent has important consequences for efficiency.

as discussed in Chapter 7.

Finally, reflection work takes two opposite approaches to the reification of pro-

cedures. In [5:1], procedures are completely concrete. exposing all details of their

operation. without making any attempt at abstraction. Of course, as we discuss in

Chapter 6 this changes the semntics of procedures in fundamental ways. In [24]. pro-

cedures are completely abstract. with only invocation defined on them; this leaves the

semantics of procedures essentially unchanged, but also makes them far less useful.

as most of this report argues.

My work pursues a middle ground. Translucent procedures are sufficiently con-

crete that expressions and environments can be obtained from them. and manipulated

by user programs such as the pattern matcher.' However. they are sufficiently ab-

stract that the semantics are not compromised in a serious way. Succinctly phrased.

translucent procedures compromise the semantics only beyond what our computable

(or decidable) mechanical analysis tools can determine.

In part., translucent procedures address an important question common to 15:]
and [8]. The concrete representation of translucent procedures captures as much of

their intcnsion as we can determine from a decidable equality predicate. Depending

'The representation in [8] is different: a proctdure decomposes into a sequence of primitive
actions, or tuples representing state transformation operations.
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on the sharpncss of our equality predicate. we can be clo-er to 3-Lisp [5:3] or to

Brown [24, 62] in the treatment of procedures, with the first falling fully within our

framework, and the latter being always beyond reach, but approachable.

The treatment of environments also falls between complete concreteness and com-

plete abstraction, as in [37], but in our case the representation follows directly from

our decomposition of procedures.

8.1.2 Other Related Work

Pattern matching. and its generalization. unification, have been extensively studied

both from a practical and a theoretical standpoint. Kevin Knight, in his extensive

survey [38]. reviews unification, most of the computability results, and its application

to logic programming and artificial intelligence. In general, higher-order unification

is undecidable [36, 2S], although there are interesting cases where it is decidable [44].

By contrast, the decidability of higher-order matching is an open problem [36, 56]

although the decidability of certain cases is known [46. 15. 16]. The matcher used

here avoids decidability problems by its asymmetry-only the pattern can contain

pattern variables, by using finite unfoldment, and by syntactically restricting the

values of pattern variables.

The procedural pattern matcher that we use throughout this report. although

somewhat ad hoc. shows how higher-order pattern matching can be used to decompose

procedures conveniently. Higher-order pattern matchers have previously been used

for algebraic specification [:32]. to abstractly process syntax [43]. and in term rewriting

systems [23. 45]. Limited higher-order unification is used to make logic programming

languages more expressive [48].

There is a great deal of previous work on mechanical equation solvers, and there

are even some commercial products [30. 50, 63, IS]. The equation solver presented

here is not particularly powerful by the standards of this earlier work. Its salient

features are its organization. the choice of procedures as the basic representation.
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and its ability to encompass both algebraic and numerical methods within the same

framework. Methods for finding the roots of equations and for solving linear systems

have been studied for centuries. Books on linear algebra [59] and numerical pro-

gramming [49] describe several such methods and shortcuts that can be used under

favorable conditions.

8.2 Further Work

The most important item in an agenda for further work is the development of sharper

decidable equality predicates. The equality predicate used in this report. which un-

derlies the matcher, is quite limited in that it cannot deal with recursion. The sharper

the equality predicate that we use, the more that procedures-even if reifiable-will

become like the functions that we want them to denote.

Another important task is to apply the ideas presented here to a more tradi-

tional language. Languages without higher-order procedures are not a good test

base. because procedures are significantly impaired. However. even languages with

higher-order procedures such as Scheme and NIL [47], have side effects and mutation.

and good translucent representations need to be developed for the visible part of the

store.

The procedural matcher can be greatly improved, even if the equality predicate

remains fixed. In particular. its efficiency leaves great room for improvement. The

matcher. as described in Appendix A. uses two different algorithms. One of them is

efficient. but usable only in limited, but common, circumstances. The other, although

more general. is very expensive, and makes heavy use of backtracking. Possibilities

for the improvement of the matcher are:

* Better treatment of special forms. For example. the current matcher distin-

guishes between (begin (begin .r y) z) and (begin x (begin y z)). and

similarly for various combinations of conditionals (if expressions). Handling
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such equivalences will require, among other things. extending it to perform

segment matches [45].

" Better treatment of primitives. The current matcher does not interpret prim-

itives at all: thus, it distinguishes between (+ x 1) and (- x -1). A conser-

vative theory of primitive equality would allow more reasoning about function,

rather than simply structure. In addition, under certain circumstances, we

might want to treat certain compound procedures as primitives, preventing

their expansion by the matcher.

"* The special-case algorithm, although applicable to common cases, is insufficient,

while the general algorithm is very expensive. Perhaps a more efficient general

algorithm can be found, but even if not, there are probably other large classes of

problems where special-purpose matching algorithms can be used to advantage.

"* The general algorithm can be improved by using dependency-directed back-

tracking [55] rather than simple chronological backtracking [20]. Currently. the

matcher will attempt the same binding over and over when an inconsistency

arises from an earlier binding. Dependency-directed backtracking, although

more difficult to code, would probably significantly prune the tree of possibili-

ties.

Finally, the equation solver shown in Chapter 3 is interesting because it elegantly

combines algebraic and numeric methods in the same framework. However, there

are algebraic techniques that it cannot. conveniently use. For example. the system

of equations 3.12-3.12 can be solved by using the substitutions 3.9-3.11 in reverse,

leading to a linear system (equations 3.1-3.:3) that can be solved easily. The system

formed by equations 3.9-3.11 can then be solved easily. involving only' a quadratic

equation. More powerful methods. such as using Gr6bner bases [9]. are also difficult.

to integrate in the current framework. These issues should be explored to decide
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whether solvers using structure similar to the one presented here can be feasible and

practical.



Chapter 9

Conclusions

In this report, we explore the consequences of violating the traditional opacity of

procedures in controlled ways. We show how the ability to inspect procedures makes

possible the description of elegant systems in the domains of functional geometry

(Chapter 1), equation solvers (Chapter 3), metacircular interpreters and compilers

(Chapter 4), and the construction of efficient mathematical subroutines from defini-

tional properties (Chapter 5).

Although the examples presented here are little more than toys, they empha-

size the problem with the traditional opaqueness of procedures: Opaque procedures

are fully abstract objects. The only operation available on opaque procedures is

activation, and thus they constitute a perfect representation only for data whose

distinguishing property is a behavior.

However, there are virtually no objects whose only property is a behavior, and

opaque procedures hide all other aspects. Pictures can not only be drawn and com-

posed. but also transformed and recognized. Equations can be substituted and used

to eliminate variables, but also examined to determine the method of attack. Code

can be executed, but also pretty-printed, etc.

Even mathematical functions are not well represented by opaque procedures. For

example, mathematical functions do not have a cost associated with them, but pro-
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cedures do, vet we can empirically distinguish between a recursive and iterative pro-

cedures that compute the same mathematical function by examining resource con-

sumption.

Opaque procedures are too restrictive and abstract to represent objects whose

fundamental property is a behavior, but that have other properties as well. In ad-

dition, they are not abstract enough to represent objects that are defined purely as

lUaps.

Translucent procedures, introduced in this repol, ..- an alternative to traditional

procedures, capture both a behavior and a specification. They can be used like

ordinary procedures to structure code. and to represent objects with behavior, vet

they can be inspected without being invoked. Inspection can be used to discriminate

between them and to translate them to alternate representations. when necessary.

For example, we can translate translucent procedures representing rational functions

into a quotient of polynomials represented as coefficient lists that can be better used

to compute polynomial greatest common divisors needed for simplification.

When fundamentally altering the meaning of a long-standing abstraction, one

must always carefully consider whether there are unintended effects. Opaque proce-

dures are. together with numbers and arrays, the oldest abstractions in programming

languages. and changing their properties can detrimentally affect the semantics and

efficiency of a programming language. A naive exposition of the structure of proce-

dures has such drastic consequences.

If we can decompose procedures into the actual expression and environment that

give rise to themn. they are no longer abstract at all. Their history becomes a more

fundanmental pi :-,pi rty than their behavior. Consequently. we have chosen intention-

ally blurry inspection facilities. A translucent procedure can be decomposed into

some expression and environment that are equivalent to the actual expression and

environment used to create the procedure, but need not be identical to them.

The blurry reification operations hide sufficient information that behavior becomes
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the primary property again, yet they reveal enough to enable examination and dis-

crimination. We show in Chapter 6that this partly obscured decomposition does not

seriously interfere with our expected semantics. We can define our semantics and con-

struct our system to obscure the revealed structure sufficiently that our mechanical

program-analysis tools are not affected.

As shown in Chapter 7, the cost of these procedures and their inspection facilities

is smaller than, and subsumed by, the cost of implementing source-level debugging

facilities in a production implementation.

In summary, translucent procedures, as described in this report, solve the per-

ceived problems of traditional opaque procedures. They are abstract enough that

they can be used to represent a behavior, while, simultaneously, they can be examined

to discriminate between alternatives, and destructured into their components. The

additional abilities added to procedures neither seriously affect the performance of

implementations, nor significantly perturb the semantics of the language. Therefore.

translucent procedures should be seriously considered when designing or extending

programming languages.
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Appendix A

Implementation details

A.1 Implementation of TScheme

TScheme is currently implemented as a simple interpreter written in MIT Scheme [31].

Writing an interpreter for a call-by-need dialect of Scheme is a simple exercise [25],

left to the reader. The only missing detail is how to make Scheme and TScheme

inter-callable.

TScheme procedures are directly invocable from Scheme code, as ordinary proce-

dures, yet they are also data structures that the TScheme interpreter can manipulate

directly. Since Scheme only has opaque procedures, if we represented our data as

procedures, then it would be difficult to decompose them, while representing them as

ordinary data structures (e.g. records or lists) would not make them invocable.)

Entities, a hybrid data type present in some Scheme implementations, solve the

problem cleanly. The precise semantics of entities vary from dialect to dialect, but

the fundamental properties are:

9 Entities are invocable. They can be invoked and composed as ordinary proce-

dures.

MIT Scheme does not have opaque procedures, but the interface provided is intended for the

debugger and is based on the internal data structures of the system, making it cumbersome to use.
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e Entities are recognizable. That is. they are distinguished from ordinary proce-

dures by a characteristic predicate.

e Entities have structure. They have two recognized fields that can be extracted.

One of their fields, the handlfr. must contain a procedure that serves as the active

component. Invoking the entity is equivalent to invoking the handler with suitable

arguments. The other field, the data. can contain an arbitrary object.

The version of entities present in MIT Scheme can be described algebraically by

the following identities. 2

(entity-data (make--entity h d)) d

((make--entity h d) al...an) (h (make--entity h d) al...an)

The following code is a simplification of the code used to construct TScheme

procedures:

(define (tprocP/*make lam env)
(make-entity (lambda (tproc . args)

(tproc/Yapply (entity-data tproc)
args))

(cons lam env)))

Entities can be approximated in the following way in dialects that do not have

them:

(define (make-entity h d)
(letrec ((p

(lambda args
(if (or (null? args)

(not (null? (cdr args)))
(not (eq? (car args) '*GET-DATA*)))

(apply h (cons p args))
d))))

p))

(define (entity-data p)
(p '*GET-DATA*))

"2entity-data is called entity-extra in MIT Scheme
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Of course, implementing a type-specific predicate, and making entity-data safe, is

painful and can only be done by maintaining and searching a data structure containing

all the entities ever constructed.

Other facilities can be used to implement entities or translucent procedures. Ob-

viously, the implementation on fully reflective languages such as 3-Lisp [54, 53] should

be straightforward. Languages and implementations with a meta-object protocol that

can be used to modify the behavior of the execution engine [61] also have the means

to implement them easily. In addition, other languages, such as C++ [60] have the

ability to define invocable objects with structure.

A.2 Implementation of the Procedural Pattern

Matcher

The description of the procedural pattern matcher in chapter 2 is sufficient to follow

the examples in the remaining chapters, but inadequate to understand or envision

its operation. Although the matcher is only an example of the tools that can be

built once procedures become translucent, its frequent and exclusive use in this thesis

requires a more detailed description, to avoid leaving the reader with doubts about

its feasibility.

The matcher operates by performing a lock-step tree walk on two expressions.

The expressions are those returned by tproc/decompose when invoked on TScheme

procedures. Rather than unfold ()-substitute) and then compare, the matcher keeps

environments binding identifiers in the current expressions to delayed substitutions

and other values, in a manner similar to a normal-order evaluator. Substitutions

are never performed, but the expressions held in delayed substitutions are compared

when needed. This lazy substitution saves the cost of the full substitution when the

match can be rejected early, a common occurrence, and avoids having to rename

formal parameters to avoid unintended capture.
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Since substitution is done implicitly as the matcher walks expressions, circularities

(recursion) are also detected during its ordinary operation.

A.2.1 Data Structures Manipulated by the Matcher

During its operation, the matcher manipulates the following data structures:

1. A dictionary binding pattern variables to values. When a new binding for a pat-

tern variable is attempted, the matcher checks the dictionary for compatibility

with a previous binding. If there are none, the new binding is added to the

dictionary. If there is a previous binding for the pattern variable, the new and

previous values are compared for compatibility, and if they are incompatible.

the matcher fails. Two bindings are compatible if they are equal (in our sense).

If the bindings are compatible, the matcher succeeds and keeps the binding.

2. TScheme expressions. These are the expressions being compared subject to the

bindings implied by the environments.

3. Environments mapping free variables in the expressions to:

"* Values.

"* Delayed substitutions, each consisting of an expression. an environment.

and a stack.

"• Special constant tokens used to equate un-substituted formal parameters.

The initial environments are those returned by tproc/decompose on the pro-

cedures passed to the matcher as arguments. They map free variables of the

lambda expression to values. The environments are subsequently extended by

binding formal parameters to delayed substitutions when unfolding a combi-

nation, and to special tokens when comparing lambda expressions of the same

arity. The environment corresponding to an expression manipulated by the

matcher contains bindings for all of its free variables.
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4. Stacks recording all the lambda expressions unfolded to reach this point. Every

time that a combination is unfolded, the matcher checks to make sure that the

lambda expression used to unfold the combination does not appear (memq) in

the corresponding stack. If it does, the matcher has detected a circularity, and

returns false. Otherwise, it performs the unfoldment by binding the formal pa-

rameters to the appropriate delayed substitutions, and records the unfoldment

in the stack.

A.2.2 Comparison Walk in the Matcher

The top-level procedure of the matcher uses tproc/decompose 3 on the pattern and

instance procedures to provide the initial expressions and environments for the tree

walk, and creates an empty dictionary and two empty stacks, one for each expression.

It then invokes the main match routine, a procedure that takes seven arguments,

namely, a dictionary, two expressions, two environments, and two stacks. When this

procedure returns the top-level procedure extracts the relevant parts of the dictionary

and returns them if the match is successful.

The main match routine operates by reducing, in turn, the pattern expression,

and the instance expression, and then comparing the results. The reduction, which

proceeds by replacing variables with their values from the environment, combinations

with the bodies of their operators, etc.. proceeds until a circularity is detected, or

the expression can no longer be reduced. The reduction is similar to normal order

reduction until the resulting expression is in head normal form [7]. with the difference

that substitutions are implied, not carried out, and that a variable is never in head

normal form, since it always has a binding in the environment.

Ignoring some special forms (e.g. if, tiet) which add complexity to tile code. but

no difficulty, the result of a successful reduction, i.e. a reduction that did not, detect

3it actually uses %tproc/decompose, a sub-primitivc that does not force the delayed bindings in

the environment.
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circularity, consists of a new environment, a new stack. and one of the following kinds

of expression:

"* A constant.

"* A lambda expression.

"* A combination whose reduced operator is not a lambda expression.

After reducing the pattern expression. the matcher examines the result, and pro-

ceeds accordingly:

"* If the reduced pattern is a pattern variable (a recognizable constant). it attempts

a simple match, described later.

"* If the reduced pattern is a combination pathtrn. it attempts a combination

match, described later. A combination pattern is a sequence composed of a

pattern variable and a set of combinations, in which each element of the se-

quence is the reduced operator of the following element in the sequence, and

the last element of the sequence is the pattern expression under consideration.

The following are combination patterns.

(((#?FO0 x y) (+ z w)) (- x (* y z)))

(#?BAR x y)

The following are not

(+ (#?FOO x) (#?BAR y))

((cdr (assq #?FOO x)) (#?BAR y))

"* Otherwise the matcher reduces the instance expression, an<l compares the re-

duced pattern and instance as follows:
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1. If the two expressions are of different types (if vs. combination, lambda

vs. begin, etc.), the matcher returns false.

"2. If the two expressions are constants, they must be eqv? constants.

3. If the two expressions are not lambda expressions, the matcher proceeds

to recursively compare and match the corresponding components. If any

fails the comparison, the matcher fails.

4. If the two expressions are lambda expressions, they must have the same

number of formal parameters and return the same number of values, other-

wise the matcher returns false. If the corresponding numbers are the same,

the matcher creates as many special constant tokens as bound variables

in either lambda expression. The matcher then extends the environments

by binding the corresponding variables to the special tokens, and proceeds

to compare and match the bodies of the lambda expressions in the new

environment.

The special tokens introduced in this step are distinguishable from each other and

from everyth;ng else-each matches only itself. The special tokens will be compared

when the variables they are bound to are reduced. These tokens are, conceptually,

the new shared bound variable names between the pattern and instance, and they are

compared for name equality. As everything else, this lock-step a-renaming is done

lazily by binding variables in the environment.

For example, if the matcher compares

(tlambda (x y)
(+ x y))

with

(tlambda (a b)
(+ a b))

it will choose two new tokens. say [ONE] and [TWO]. and bind x to [ONE] and y to

[TWO] in the environment used for (+ x y), and it will bind a to [ONE] and b to
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[TWO] in the environment used for (+ a b). Later, x and a will both independently,

reduce to the constant [ONE], and y and b will both independently reduce to the

constant [TWO], guaranteeing that the matcher will view them as equal.

If we ignore pattern variables, the matcher is just an equality tester for the con-

dition described in chapter 2. We will see below that the matcher always terminates

when it attempts simple or combination bindings, but the reason for termination in

other circumstances may not be clear. Termination is guaranteed by the use of the

stack. The stack grows monotonically, with lambda expressions being inserted as

unfoldments (implied 3-reductions) are performed. Since the program never creates

new lambda expressions, and there are only a finite number of lambda expressions

in the original program (expression and environment), the stack can only grow to

accommodate all these lambda expressions, at which point it will detect circularity

and fail.

A.2.3 Simple Match of Pattern Variables

Simple matches occur when the pattern expression has been reduced to a pattern

variable. When this occurs, the matcher substitutes the expression fully, returning

false if it detects circularity, and checks that no special constant tokens appear in

the output. The result of the match must be an ordinary value. If the fully substi-

tuted instance expression contains special tokens introduced when matching lambda

expressions. then the instance expression has free variables and cannot yield a valid

value, procedure or otherwise: The matcher fails.

For example, assuming that proc is some constant irreducible primitive procedure.

the matcher fails when matching

(tlambda (x)
(proc #?FOO))

(tlambda (a)
(proc (tlambda (b)

(+ a b))))
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because the substituted expression corresponding to the instance expression

(tlambda (b)
(+ a b))

would contain the special token used to equate x and a. Of course, pattern variable

#?FOO could not be bound to a procedure in this case, since this lambda expression

would have no way to acquire a value for its free variable.

After verifying that the instance does not contain free variables, the matcher binds

the pattern variable to the fully substituted instance, unless a previous binding for

the pattern variable was not compatible.

A.2.4 Matching Combination Patterns

A combination match is attempted when the reduced pattern expression is a combi-

nation pattern, that is, the curried invocation of a pattern variable. Once the matcher

detects this condition, it substitutes the pattern and the instance expressions fully.

If during this process, it detects a circularity by checking the corresponding stack,

it fails. Since both the expression and the pattern have been substituted fully, and

there are no cycles, the results can be represented as trees.

The matcher verifies that all the free variables of the instance expression, repre-

sented after substitution by special tokens, appear in the pattern expression as well. If

there are free variables in the instance that do not appear in the pattern, the matcher

fails.

For example,

(tlambda Ux y) (#?F (* x x)))

does not match

(tlambda (a b) (+ (* a a) (/ b 3)))

because the substituted pattern and instance expressions would be. respectively

(#?F (* [ONE] [ONE]))

(+ (* [ONE] [ONE]) (/ [TWO] 3))
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where the instance contains free variables not found in tile pattern.

Except for the final construction of the pattern variable's value, any combination

pattern is handled as if it were not, curried, and the nesting level of the pattern will

be taken into account only when constructing values to be bound.

For examlple, the treatment of all of

(((#?FOB x) y) z)

((#?FO0 x) y z)

((*?FO0 x y) z)

is the same as if they were

(#?FOO x y z)

except when constructing the lambda expression to which #?FO0 is bound.

Matching conibination patterns is often amlbiguous [43, 321. For example.

(#?FOO x x)

mnatches

(+ x x)

with any of the following bindings:

*?FO0 (tlambda (a b) (+ a b))

#?FO - (tlambda (a b) (+ a a))

#?FO - (tlambda (b b) (+ b b))

The matcher generates only one of the possible matches. but uses backtracking

in order to find a satisfactory match if the local choice is rejected elsewhere. A local

binding may be rejected when a pattern variable applears more than once. The details

of the backt racking niechanisin are mundane and not described in the following. The

ability to choose an(l later backtrack to examine an alternate choices is assunied. The

backtracking mechanism is chronological [20].
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Although, in general, the matcher will use backtracking to find a binding even

when pattern variables are not duplicated, there is a common set of cases where am-

biguity is limited, and the matching process can be carried out more deterministically

and efficiently. The matcher uses two different algorithms for combination matches

according to whether the combination pattern is simple or complex.

A simple combination pattern satisfies the following conditions:

1. It has no repeated pattern variables.

2. All pattern variables are operators of combination patterns.

3. Every combination pattern that is not the operator of a combination pattern di-

rectly appears at top level of another combination pattern, i.e. it is an argument

of another pattern variable when all combination patterns are uncurried.

4. No expression that is an argument (when uncurried) of a pattern variable is a

subexpression of an argument to a pattern variable except itself.

Any other combination pattern is considered complex.

The following are examples of simple combination patterns:

(#?FO0 (÷ x y) z)

((#?FOO x) (#?BAR y))

(((#?FO0 (+ x y)) ((#?BAR (- y x)) (+ y x))) (* x y))

The following are examples of complex combination patterns.

(#?FO0 (#?BAR x) (#?BAR y)) ; violates condition 1

(#?FOO (+ x #?BAZ)) ; violates condition 2

(#?FO0 x (+ y (#?BAG z))) ; violates condition 3
because (#?BAG z) is not
directly an argument of
#?FO0, even after every
combination pattern is
uncurried.
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(WFOO x (WBAR (+ x x))) ; violates condition 4
; because X is a subexpression
; of (+ X X)

(#?FOO (+ x y) (WBAR (+ x y))) ; violates condition 4

because the leftmost (4 X Y)
is a subexpression of the
rightmost

If there are duplicate pattern variables-the pattern is not simple-each occur-

rence is considered on its own, and the consistent binding mechanism in the dictionary

is used to guarantee that all occurrences are bound to equal values.4 In the following,

we will assume that there are no duplicate pattern variables in either case.

The tree structure of the pattern imposes a tree structure (precedence) on the

pattern variables. A pattern variable is considered an ancestor of another if the

latter appears in an argument to the former within the pattern. For example. in

the pattern (#?FOO x (#?BAR (+ y (#?BAZ z)))), #?FOO is the ancestor of #?BAR.,

which in turn is the ancestor of #?BAZ.

Both algorithms proceed from the innermost (leaf) pattern variables to the root. by

binding the inner pattern variables to some pieces of the instance, replacing the pieces

of the instance and the corresponding portions of the pattern with new recognizable

nodes. and repeating the process until the whole instance and the whole pattern

are replaced by new nodes. It is how these nodes are found and replaced that differs

between both algorithms. If at, any stage no appropriate node is found. or the binding

is inconsistent with a previous binding in the dictionary, the matcher fails, possibly

backtracking to redo an arbitrary choice.

Simple Combination Pattern Matching

In order to describe the simple combination pattern matching algorithm, we will

examine the algorithm in the context of matching pattern

4 The equality test is that performed by the matcher in the absence of pattern variables.
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(tlambda (x y)
(#?F (#?G (* y y) (* x x))

(+ x x)))

to instance

(tlambda (a b)
(let ((p (+ a a))

(q (* a a))
(v (* b b)))

(+ (+ (+ q v)

(* p 7))
(* p

(sqrt (+ q w))))))

where +, *, and sqrt are uninterpreted constant functions.

Initially, the environments contain bindings for +, *, and sqrt. The tlambda

expressions cannot be reduced further, and they have the same arity and return the

same number of values, so the matcher creates special tokens [ONE] and [TWO] for

the arguments and compares the bodies of the tlambda expressions in the original

environments extended by binding the formal parameters to these tokens.

The pattern

(#?F (#?G (* y y) (* x x))
(+ x x))

is reduced in the following environment,

X i- [ONE]
Y [- [TWO]
+ • ( primitive +)

* - (primitive *)

but the result is identical to the input-the pattern is already reduced. The pattern

matcher decides that the pattern is a combination pattern, and substitutes the pattern

and instance fully, yielding, respectively,'

5 The variables bound to primitives would be replaced by the primitives, but this only makes the
expressions larger and no ambiguity arises, so in the following, the names are used instead.
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(#?F (#?G (* [TWO] [TWO]) (, [ONE] [ONE]))

(+ [ONE] [ONE]))

(+ (+ (+ (* [ONE] [ONE]) (* [TWO] [TWO]))

(* (C [ONE] [ONE]) 7))
(,(+ C[ONE] [ONE])

(sqrt (+ (* [ONE] [ONE]) (* [TWO] [TWO])))))

At this point the matcher decides that the combination pattern is a simple combi-

nation pattern, and verifies that the instance contains no free variables not contained

in the pattern.

Up to this point, the process has not been specific to simple patterns. The specific

algorithm starts here.

A simple combination can be decomposed into a set of pattern variables and a set

of top-level expressions that contain no pattern variables.

For example,

((#?FOO (+ x y)) (#?BAR (+ y x)))

consists of the patlcrn variables #?F00 and #?BAR, and the top-level expressions

(+ x y) and (+ y x).

Once the matcher decides that it should use the simple combination pattern algo-

rithm. it constructs a directed acyclic graph (DAG) from the instance expression and

the top-level expressions of the combination pattern, merging common subexpressions

into single nodes.

The top-level expressions of the pattern are

(* [ONE] [ONE])

(* [TWO] [TWO])
(+ [ONE] [ONE])

and the DAG' constructed appears in fig. A-1.

The matcher then picks variable names for each top-level expression in the pattern

(m. n. and o). and replaces the corresponding nodes in the DAG with nodes corre-

sponding to these variables (N.m. Nn. and No). It also rewrites the pattern to reflect

the substitution of the top-level expressions.
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The rewritten pattern is

(#?F (#?G m n) o)

and the edited graph appears in fig. A-2, corresponding to the following expression.

(let (($ (+ n m)))
(+ (+ $ (* o 7))

(* o (sqrt $))))

After rewriting the pattern, the dominators for all nodes in the DAG are computed.

A node a dominates a node b if all paths from the root to b pass through a. Dominators

can be computed using the standard algorithm [2].6

After computing the dominators, the matcher proceeds to bind pattern variables

by processing combination patterns from the innermost to the outermost. If there

are multiple combination patterns at the same innermost nesting level, they can

be processed in any order, since the subgraphs will not overlap because of defining

property 4 of simple combination patterns-we may as well choose the leftmost.

In our example, the innermost combination pattern is

(#?G m n)

The common dominators of Nm and Nn are found. If there are none, the matcher

fails.7 In the graph in fig. A-2, the common dominators are the node labeled N$ and

the root node. Of these common dominators, those that are ancestors of variable

nodes not present in the combination pattern are eliminated. In our example. the

root node is eliminated because it is also an ancestor of No, which does not appear

in the pattern under consideration. This leaves N$ as the only remaining node. In

general this may leave multiple candidates, and the matcher arbitrarily chooses the

one closest to the root, examining the other choices only when the matcher backtracks.

'The standard algorithm handles graphs with cycles, but our graph has no cycles, and dominators
can be computed more easily: the dominators of a node consist of the node and the intersection of
the dominators of the direct ancestors. The root is only dominated by itself, and a DAG can be
walked in an order where all ancestors of a node are processed before the node itself is.

7Only those nodes actually appearing in the instance are considered. The rest are ignored.
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The matcher then constructs a value for pattern variable #?G by converting the

chosen node (NS) to an expression, and binding the names of the nodes appearing in

the pattern, currying them appropriately. The candidate binding in our case is

#?G = (tlambda (m n) (+ n m))

Assuming that the binding can be inserted in the dictionary, the matcher picks

a new variable name (1) and a variable node (Ni) to replace the chosen node (NS),

edits the graph appropriately, and rewrites the pattern as

(#?F 1 o)

The edited graph is shown in fig. A-3. corresponding to the following expression.

(÷ (+ 1 (* o 7))
(* o (sqrt 1)))

The process is repeated with the new innermost-leftmost combination pattern.

which happens to be the top-level combination pattern. The single common domina-

tor of NI and No is the root node, and it is not the ancestor of any variable node not

present in the pattern under consideration. The binding for #?F is constructed and

inserted in the dictionary. The binding is:

?F =-- (tlambda (1 o)
(+ (+ 1 (* o 7))

(* o (sqrt 1))))

A new variable, w, is generated, and a corresponding node, Nw created. The chosen

node is replaced in the DAG with Nw, and the combination pattern is rewritten as

There are no comlbination patterns left. the matcher verifies that the pattern

corresponds to the single node remaining in the DAG, and returns.
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Complex Combination Pattern Matching

The complex combination pattern matching is modeled after the algorithm for simple

combination patterns, but uses backtracking heavily. Instead of using a DAG, which

was valid because the subexpressions of the pattern could be uniquely identified in the

tree, the complex combination pattern matcher uses trees, and backtracks to explore

sets of equivalent nodes that would have been merged into a single node in the DAG.

The instance expression is transformed into a tree, and for each node, we compute

the set of ancestor nodes and set of free variable descendants, i.e. the set of nodes

corresponding to special tokens that can be reached from the node in question.

The pattern is examined from the innermost to the outermost pattern variable.

If the innermost pattern variable is the operator of a combination pattern, its

value must be a constant or a lambda expression with no free variables. All such

possibilities are explored by backtracking.

If the innermost pattern variable is not the operator of a combination pattern,

the operands of the combination pattern do not contain pattern variables (of herwise

they would not be the innermost). First we find each operand in the instance by

computing the set of free variables of the operand and comparing it with the nodes

in the instance tree that have the same set of free variables. There may be multiple

nodes in the tree that match the operand. When there are multiple nodes, we explore

all possibilities by backtracking, and we also consider the case where no node is found

for an operand.

After obtaining a set of nodes matching the operands of the combination pattern,

we ignore those operands for which we have found no matching nodes, and com-

pute the common set of ancestors of the rest.8 From the common set of ancestors,

which always includes the root of the tree, we eliminate those nodes that contain free

variables not found in any of the operands under consideration.

From the remaining nodes, we arbitrarily choose a node, using backtracking to

8The set may be empty-the binding is under-constrained.
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explore other choices, find other nodes equivalent to it in the set, and from this subset

arbitrarily choose a subset of nodes to replace in the instance. Alternate subsets and

choices for the node are explored by backtracking.

Once we have chosen a set of equivalent nodes to replace, we construct the binding

for the pattern variable as in the simple combination pattern matching algorithm, bind

it in the dictionary, generate a new free variable (special token) and a corresponding

node, replace the chosen nodes with the new node, and the combination pattern in

the overall pattern with the new free variable. We then recompute the ancestor and

free variable sets for each affected node in the instance, i.e. the ancestors of the nodes

chosen. If the updated instance contains free variables no longer found in the pattern,

the matcher fails.

If the matcher succeeds, we repeat the process with the next innermost pattern

variable.

At the end of the process, we verify that a single variable has replaced the pattern,

and that the corresponding node has replaced the whole instance. Otherwise the

matcher fails.

A.2.5 Under-constrained Values and Consistent Bindings

Consider the following pattern and instance.

(tlambda (x) (#?FOO (4 x x) (#?BAR (* x x))))

(tlambda (x) (* (+ x x) 3))

which match with the following bindings:

#?F00 (lambda (y z) (* y 3))

#?BAR (lambda (q) (anything))

The binding for #?BAR is considered under-constrained and inserted as such in

the dictionary. When a pattern variable is bound in the dictionary, old values are

compared for consistency. If neither value is under-constrained, they must be equal.
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Otherwise their signatures must match, and the more specific, if either. is kept in the

dictionary.

Under-constrained values can arise from simple combination patterns such as the

above, but typically arise from choosing empty sets of nodes to replace in the complex

combination matcher. Most such choices are soon rejected because some free variable

will have been removed from the pattern but not from the instance.
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Top-level expressions of pattern

N1N

NN2 7 *

3 3 = [ONE]

N-I = (TWO]

Figure A-I: Initial DAG
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Root of instance

NIo
N 1$I], N 2 No•

N2 No
sqrt

NI Nm

Nn

Figure A-2: DAG after replacing expressions with new nodes
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N1 ••Root of instance

NNi

NN2 No

NF N2 No D T
sqrt Ni

Figure A-3: DAG aft~er binding #?G



Appendix B

Denotational Semantics

The following is a denotational semantics for a call-by-value dialect of Scheme with

translucent procedures. Making it call-by-need, like TScheme, would be cumbersome

but not elucidating.

Two versions of the semantics are provided. One is written in Scheme. The other

in the traditional syntax.

This semantics does not model tproc?, tproc/arity, tproc/nvalues, tuple, or

tiet. Describing their meaning is not difficult (only cumbersome), but detracts from

the legibility of the essential parts. In addition, like TScheme, the language below

only has a lambda operator. All user-defined procedures are translucent. Finally, no

syntactic abstraction facilities (i.e. macros) are provided.

B.1 Semantics in Scheme notation

#1 % -*- Scheme -*-

(I) Ide identifiers

(E) Exp-> K I I I (EQ E*) expressions
I (lambda (I*) EO)
I (if EO El E2)

141
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Bin = Ide x V reified bindings

REnv = Bin* reified environments

Clo = Exp x REnv closures (reified procedures)

F = V* -> K functions

P = Ide x F primitive procedures

T = Clo x F compound (translucent) procedures

(v) V = expressible values
N natural numbers

+ B booleans
+ Ide
+ Exp
+ Bin
+ REnv
+ Clo
+÷P
+T

(r) U = Ide -> V environments

(q) K = V -> V expression continuations

K* = V* -> V

EEval: Exp -> U -> K

EEval*: Exp* -> U -> K*

I#

;; EEval is called Meaning in the text.

(define (EEval E)
(cond ((IsConst? E)

(let ((K E))
;; (EEval K)
(lambda Cr)

(return (Const->Value K)))))
((Islde? E)
(let ((I E))
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;; (EEval I)
(lambda (r)

(let ((v (Lookup r I)))
(if (Undefined? v)

(abort "Undefined variable")
(return v))))))

((IsCall? E)
(let ((EO (Call/Operator E))

(E* (Call/Operands E)))
;; (EEval (EO E*))
(lambda Cr)

(lambda (q)
(((EEval* (concat EO E*))

r)
(lambda (v*)

(((EApply (hd v*))
(tl vW))

q)))))))

((IsLambda? E)
(let ((I* (Lambda/Formals E))

(EO (Lambda/Body E)))
;; (EEval (lambda (I*) EO))
(lambda Cr)

(Enclose E r I* EO))))
((IsIf? E)
(let ((EO (If/Predicate E))

(El (If/Consequent E))
(E2 (If/Alternative E)))

;; (EEval (if EO El E2))
(lambda Cr)

(lambda (q)

(((EEval EO) r)
(lambda (p)

(if (True? p)
(((EEval El) r) q)
(((EEval E2) r) q))))))))

(else
(s-error E))))

(define (EEval* E*)
(lambda (r)

(if (IsNull? E*)
(return* empty)
(lambda (q)

(((EEval (hd E*))
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r)
(lambda (v)

(((EEval* (tl E*))
r)

(lambda (v*)
((return* (concat v v*))
q)))))))))

(define (Enclose E r I* EO)
(return
(Make-Procedure
(Canonicalize-Closure (Make-Closure E r))

(lambda (v*)
(if (not (= (num I*) (num v*)))

(abort "Wrong number of arguments")
(lambda (q+)

(((EEval EO)
(Extend r I* v*))

q+)))))))

(define (Eapply p)
(cond ((IsProcedure? p)

(Procedure->Function p))
((IsPrimitive? p)
(Primitive->Function p))

(else
(abort "Bad procedure"))))

(define tproc?
(lambda (v*)

(cond ((not (= (num v*) 1))

(abort "Wrong number of arguments"))

(else

(return (IsProcedure? (hd v*)))))))

(define tproc/make
(lambda (v*)

(cond ((not (= (num v*) 2))

(abort "Wrong number of arguments"))
((not (IsLambda? (hd v*)))

(abort "Bad expression"))

((not (IsRenv? (hd (tl v*))))
(abort "Bad environment"))

(else
(let ((E (hd v*))
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(r (REnv->Environment (hd (tl v*)))))
(Enclose E

r
(Lambda/Formals E)
(Lambda/Body E)))))))

(define tproc/decompose
(lambda (v*)

(cond ((not (= (num v*) 1))
(abort "Wrong number of arguments"))

((not (IsProcedure? (hd v*)))
(abort "Wrong type argument"))

(else
(return (Procedure->Closure (hd v*) ))))))

(define ->expr

(lambda (v*)
(cond ((not (= (num v*) 1))

(abort "Wrong number of arguments"))
((not (IsClosure? (hd v*)))
(abort "Wrong type argument"))

(else
(return (Closure->Expression (hd v*)))))))

(define ->env

(lambda (v*)
(cond ((not (= (num v*) 1))

(abort "Wrong number of arguments"))
((not (IsClosure? (hd v*)))
(abort "Wrong type argument"))

(else
(return (Closure->REnv (hd v*)))))))

Continuations

(define (return v)
(lambda (k)

(k v)))

(define (return* v*)
(lambda (k)

(k v*)))

Environments
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(define (Make-Empty-Environment)

(lambda (I)
*undefined*))

(define (Lookup r I)
(r I))

(define (Extend r I* v*)
(if (IsNull? I*)

r
(Extend (Extend-1 r (hd I*) (hd v*))

(ti I*)
(ti v*))))

(define (Extend-1 r I v)
(lambda (I+)

(if (Ide=? I I+)
V

(r I+))))

;; Translucent procedures

(define *procedure-tag*
(string->symbol "#Procedure"))

(define (Make-Procedure c f)
(cons *procedure-tag*

(list c f)))

(define (IsProcedure? v)
(and (pair? v)

(eq? (car v) *procedure-tag*)))

(define (Procedure->Function p)
(cadr (cdr p)))

(define (Procedure->Closure p)
(car (cdr p)))

;; Concrete procedure representation

(define *closure-tag*
(string->symbol "#Closure"))

(define (Make-Closure E r)
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(cons *closure-tag*
(list E (Environment->REnv r (FreeVars E)))))

(define (IsClosure? v)
(and (pair? v)

(eq? (car v) *closure-tag*)))

(define (Closure->Expression v)
(car (cdr v)))

(define (Closure->REnv v)
(cadr (cdr v)))

(define (Canonicalize-Closure Clo)
;; *** Here is the magic ***
Clo)

(define (Environment->REnv r I*)
(if (IsNull? I*)

empty
(concat (Make-Binding (hd I*)

(Lookup r (hd I*)))
(Environment->REnv
r
(ti I*)))))

(define *binding-tag*
(string->symbol "#Binding"))

(define (Make-Binding I v)
(cons *binding-tag*

(cons I v)))

(define (IsBinding? v)
(and (pair? v)

(eq? *binding-tag*
(car v))))

(define (Binding/Identifier b)
(car (cdr b)))

(define (Binding/Value b)
(cdr (cdr b)))

(define (IsRenv? v)
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(or (IsNull? v)
(and (IsBinding? (hd v))

(IsRenv? (ti v)))))

(define (REnv->Environment v)

(if (IsNull? v)
(Make-Empty-Environment)
(Extend-i (REnv->Environment (tl v))

(Binding/Identifier (hd v))
(Binding/Value (hd v)))))

(define (IsExpression? E)

(or (IsConst? E)
(IsIde? E)

(IsCall? E)
(IsLambda? E)
(IsIf? E)))

(define (FreeVars E)
(cond ((IsConst? E)

(let ((K E))
;; (FreeVars K)
empty))

((IsIde? E)

(let ((I E))

;; (FreeVars I)

(concat I empty)))
((IsCall? E)
(let ((EO (Call/Operator E))

(E* (Call/Operands E)))
;; (FreeVars (EO E*))

(Ide-union (FreeVars EO)
(FreeVars* E*))))

((IsLambda? E)

(let ((I* (Lambda/Formals E))

(EO (Lambda/Body E)))
;; (FreeVars (lambda (I*) EO))

(Ide-difference (FreeVars EO)
I*)))

((IsIf? E)
(let ((EO (If/Predicate E))

(El (If/Consequent E))
(E2 (If/Alternative E)))
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;; (Freevars (if EO El E2))
(Ide-union (FreeVars EO)

(Ide-union (FreeVars El)
(FreeVars E2)))))

(else
(s-error E))))

(define (FreeVars* E*)
(if (Islull? E*)

empty
(Ide-union (FreeVars (lid E*)

(FreeVars* (ti E*)))))

(define (Ide-union 11* 12*)
(cond ((IsNull? I10*

12*)
((Ide-member? (lid 110) 12*)
(Ide-union (ti 11*) 12W)
(else
(concat (hd 11*)

(Ide-union (ti 110) 12*)))))

(define (Ide-difference 11* 12*)
(cond ((IsNull? 11*)

empty)
((Ide-member? (hd 110) 12*)
(Ide-difference (ti I1*) 12*W

(else
(concat (lid 11*)

(Ide-difference (ti 110) 12*)))))

(define (Ide-member? I I*)
(cond ((IsNull? I*)

false)
((Ide=? I (hd I*)
true)
(else
(Ide-member? I (tl I*)))))

Values

(define (True? v)
(not (eq? vOf)

(define *undef ined*
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(string->symbol "#undefined"))

(define (Undefined? v)
(eq? v *undefined*))

(define *primitive-tag*
(string->symbol "#Primitive"))

(define (Make-Primitive name p)
(cons *primitive-tag* (list p name)))

(define (IsPrimitive? v)
(and (pair? v)

(eq? (car v) *primitive-tag*)))

(define (Primitive->Function v)

(car (cdr v)))

(define (Primitive->Name v)

(cadr (cdr v)))

(define (Make-Binary-Numeric-Primitive name p)

(Make-Primitive
name
(lambda (v*)

(if (not (= (num v*) 2))

(abort "Wrong number of arguments")
(if (or (not (number? (hd v*)))

(not (number? (hd (tl v*)))))

(abort "Wrong type of arguments")
(return (p (hd v*) (hd (tl v*)))))))))

(define (Make-Unary-Primitive name p)

(Make-Primitive
name
(lambda (v*)

(if (not (= (num v*) 1))

(abort "Wrong number of arguments")
(return (p (hd v*)))))))

(define (Make-Binary-Primitive name p)
(Make-Primitive
name
(lambda (v*)

(if (not (= (num v*) 2))
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(abort "Wrong number of arguments")
(return (p (hd v*) (hd (tl v*))))))))

(define (Make-Special-Primitive name p)
(Make-Primitive
name
p))

Syntax

(define (IsConst? E)
(or (number? E)

(eq? E *f)
(eq? E #t)))

(define (Const->Value K)
K)

(define (IsIde? E)
(symbol? E))

(define (Ide=? Ii 12)
(eq? Ii 12))

(define (IsCall? E)
(and (pair? E)

(not (memq (car E) '(lambda if)))))

(define (Call/Operator E)
(car E))

(define (Call/Operands E)
(cdr E))

(define (IsLambda? E)
(and (pair? E)

(eq? (car E) 'lambda)))

(define (Lambda/Formals E)
(cadr E))

(define (Lambda/Body E)
(caddr E))

(define (IsIf? E)
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(and (pair? E)
(eq? (car E) 'if)))

(define (If/Predicate E)
(cadr E))

(define (If/Consequent E)
(caddr E))

(define (If/Alternative E)
(cadddr E))

Random

(define (IsNull? x*)
(null? x*))

(define (hd x*)
(car x*))

(define (tl x*)
(cdr x*))

(define (num x*)
(length x*))

(define (concat x x*)
(cons x x*))

(define empty
'0)

Top-Level

(define (Make-Empty-Environment)
(lambda (I)

*undefined*))

(define (Make-Initial-Environment)
(let ((names-a '(+ - * / ))

(values-a (list + - * / =))
(namesl

Primitive?
Procedure?
Closure?
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Environment?
Binding?
Binding/Identifier
Binding/Value

hd
ti

Const?
Ide?
Lambda?
Call?

#I
Expression?
Lambda/Formals
Lambda/Body
Make-Lambda
<More such here>

(valuesl (list IsPrimitive?
IsProcedure?
IsClosure?

IsRenv?

IsBinding?
Binding/Identifier
Binding/Value

hd
tl

IsConst?
IsIde?
IsLambda?
IsCall?

#1
IsExpression?
Lambda/Formals
Lambda/Body
Make-Lambda
<More such here>
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I#

(names2 '(Ide=?))
(values2 (list Ide=?))

(names-x 2

tproc?
tproc/make
tproc/decompose
->expr
->env))

(values-x (list tproc?
tproc/make
tproc/decompose
->expr

->env)))
(Extend
(Extend
(Extend
(Extend (Make-Empty-Environment)

names-a
(map Make-Binary-Numeric-Primitive

names-a
values-a))

names 1
(map Make-Unary-Primitive

names 1
valuesi))

names2
(map Make-Binary-Primitive

names2
values2))

names -x
(map Make-Special-Primitive

names-x
values-x))))

(define (Make-Initial-Continuation)
(lambda (v
v))

(define (Go Exp)
((EEval Exp)

(Make-Initial-Envirornment))
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(Make-Initial-Continuation)))

(define (abort string)
(lambda (q) ; continuation

(error string)))

(define (s-error E)
(error "Illegal expression" E))
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B.2 Semantics in Traditional notation

B.2.1 Abstract Syntax

K E Con constants
I E Ide identifiers
E E Exp expressions

B.2.2 Domain Equations

3 E Bin = Ide x V reified bindings
REnv = Bin* reified environments
Clo = Exp x REnv closures (reified procedures)
F = V* - K -+ V functions
P = Ide x F primitive procedures
T = Clo x F compound (translucent) procedures

v E V = expressible values
N natural numbers
+ B booleans
+ Ide
+ Exp
+ Bin
+ REnv
+ Clo
+ P
+ T

+ {U1ndcf ined} undefined value

p E lT = Ide -+ V environments
K E K = V - V continuations

K" = V* - V

B.2.3 Semantic Functions

A: Con -V -

F Exp - U -+ K -+ V

$" Exp - U -+ K --+ V
.F: Exp - Ide*
5' :Exp - Ide*
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SJKJ = Ap. return (KIKIj)

El]= Ap. (pl = Undefined) -4wrong,
return (p1)

&lJ(E0 E*)J = Aptc. E* ((Eo) § E*)
p
(Av*. apply (v* I. l)(vitl)K)

Sl(1ambda (1*) Eo)]J = Ap. enclose p V Eo

Sl(if Eo El E2)]J = ApK. ~EJj~o

Av. (truish v) -+ S~E 1JpK,

£jJE 2]JPC

9*[I Apitc. K( )

LIjEo E*1 = AfiK.,Fj[Eo]

p
(At'0.E*j[E*]

p
(Av*. K ((t'o) § v*)))

enclosc U --+ Lde* --+ Exp -+ K --+ V

en~closf = ApP*E.
return ((canon (makeclo (lambda (I*) E) p))

I (Av*K'. (#1* 54 #v*) -+wrong,
SlJEj(extend p 1* v*)K 1 ))

?.z n V

canon. Clo -+ Clo [Unspecified]

apply \7 -- V* -*ý K -*- V

aIpply = Avv-t. (v, E T) -*(vjP I 2)v*K,

(v G P) -*(vIM I 2)V*K,

wrong
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extend: U --+ Ide" - V* -* U

extend = AplI7v. (#I* = 0) --* p,
exte•,d (p[(v- I 1)/(" I)])

(vutl)

Auxiliary Functions

truish V -+ B

truish = Av. (v ý B) -- true,
(vjB = false) --- false,
true

return V -+ K - V

return = AuK. Kv

makcclo: Exp --- U --+ Clo

makeclo = AEp. (EI(rcifyem, p F'•Ej)) in Clo

reifyE.nv: U --+ Ide* --- REnv

reifyen v = ApI*. (#I* = 0) - (),
(,uakebin p (1 .' 1)) § (rcifyenv p (I*tl))

makcbin: U -- Ide --- Bin

makebin = ApI. (II(p I)) in Bin

.FY(Eo E*) = F!L(Eo) § E-1

YI-(lambda (I-) Eo)] = seqdif (•'jEoj) I*
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.FI(if Eo El E2)J =.F*I(Eo) § (E1) § (E2 )]

.F*[Eo El] = sequnion (.FjEoj)(.y~E*j)

sequnion: Ide* -+Ide* -- Ide*

seqtunlon = M1*. sequndif I~1*22

sequnion: Ide*-- Ide* -- Ide*

seqdif = AI1*2. sequndif 1t*1( )

sequnion: Ide* --+ lde -- Ide* Ide*

sequndi'f = AI*12*1*. (#I* = 0) 1;,

(In~seq i2 (I*1 11)) --* sequndif (Ilfl)121,1

(1* 11) § (sequndi'f (1*t1)121;)

i .nseq: Ide* --4 Ide -*B

i .nseq = M1*I. (#1*= 0) -~false,

((I* 1.1) = )--+ true,

i nseq (15t1)I

Primitive Procedures

All primitive procedures are in domain F.

tproc? = onearg (A\v. (v E T) --+ return (true in V),
return (false in V))

tproc/decornposE = onearg (Av. (v ý T) --+ wrong,
return (vIT in V))

tproc/rnake = twoarg (AvIV 2. (V1  Exp) --+ wrong,

(V2  REnv) --+ wrong,
9£\IviI(rcflectenv (V2 IREnv)))
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,;fe-tct xpr = on-arg (Av. (v 0 Clo) - wrong,
return ((pIC1o) 11) in V)

sch ccu = oucarg (Av. (v ý Clo) - wrong,
rtturn ((vi('lo) 1 2) in V)

In-iinitit'"<? = wernarg (Au. (v E P) -- return (truf in V),
rcturn (falsc in V))

p'initiirf/nayw = ontearg (Au. (v ý P) -* wrong.
rfturn (((vJP) I 1)iin V))

synuq = twoarg (Avlv 2 . (v, I lde) - wrong,

(V2 • Ide) - wrong,
(VI = V2 ) l_ return (truf in V).

return (false in V))

Primitive Utilities

onca rg: (V - K --+ V) . F

onoarg = A(V'K. (#v* 1) --+ wrong,
((v* )K

iwoarg: (V -+ V --* K - V) -+ F

twoarg = A(cvK. (#v* 2) -* wrong,
(v" l)(v"* 2)K"

binary: (N - N - N) --+ F

binary = A(. itwoarg (Av/, 2K. (v, ý N) -* wrong.
(V 2 ý N) wrong.
K (( (v, IN) (v2IN) in V))

binpe-d: (N -- N -- B) -+B F

binprcd = A(. twoarg (Av, /,2h. (v, • N) ' wrong.

(V2 N) - wrong.
tK (( (vi IN) (v 2IN) it V))
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reflectenv: Bin* --* U

reflectenv = A/*. (#0* = 0) -- (M. Undefined),
extend (reflectenv(3*t 1))

(((0* 11) 10 1))
(((0* 1) 4 2))

= wrong

£JI]J = wrong

E\(Eo E*)] = wrong

Ej[(lambda (1*) Eo)] = Ap. enclose p V Eo

£EI[(if E0 E, E 2)] =wrong

Initial environment

po = Al. (I = tproc?) -- (tproc?ltproc?) in V,
(1 = tproc/make)-4 (tproc/makeltproc/make) in V,
(I = tproc/decompose) -+ (tproc/decomposejtproc/decompose) in V,
(I = ->expr) -- (->exprlselectexpr) in V,
(I = ->env) -- (->envlselcctenv) in V,
(I = primitive?) -+ (primitive?jprimitive?) in V,
(I = primitive/name) -4 (primitive/namelprimitive/name) in V,
(I = Ide=?) -- (Ide=?jsymeq) in V,
(I = call?)...,
(1= make-call)...,
(I = call/operator)...,
(I = call/operands)...,
(I = lambda?)...,
(I = make-lambda)...,
(I = lambda/bvl)...,
(1= lambda/body)....

(I = +) - (+I(binary +)) in V,
(I = -) -- (-](binary -)) in V,
(I = *) - (*I(binary *)) in V,
(I = ) -- (=I(binpred =N)) in V,
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